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REPORT No. 129. 

POWER PLANT INSTRUMENTS. 

P ART 1. 

AffiPLANE TACHOMETERS. 

By G. E. WASHBURN. 

INTRODUCTION. 

This report is ection V of a eries of report on aeronautic instrument (Technical Report 
os. 125 to 132, inclusive) prepared by the Aeronautic In truments ection of the Bureau of 

Standards under research authorizations formulated and recommended by the Subcommittee 
on Aerodynamics and approved by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Much 
of the material contained in this report wa made a ailable through the cooperation of th 
War and T avy Departments. 

SUMMARY. 

This part gives a fairly complete discus ion of all the val'iou types of airplane tachometers 
studied at the Bureau of Standal'ds. French, German, and American chronometric tachom
eters are described in detail; also several type of foreign and domestic centrifugal tachom
eters. These types, chronometric and centrifuO'al, were tho e most extensively used by the 
Allied and Entente forces. In addition, a de cription i given of various tachometers of the 
electric, air vi co ity, air-leak, magnetic, mercury vi co ity, and liquid centrifugal type which 
have been u eel to some extent on aircraft. 

USES OF AIRPLA E TACH OMETERS. 

The airplane tachometer shows how fa t the crank or propeller shaft of the engine i 
revolving. A a rule it indicates the revolutions per minute, or revolutions pel' minute of the 
shaft. It is driven u uaIly by a flexible cable running from the engine to the instrument board. 

The tachometer is often spoken of as the "revolution indicator," or "rev. indicator." 
Revolution indicators, however, show revolution only, whereas tachometers show speed or 
rate of revolution. 

Tachometers houlel be distinguished also from peedometers. The latter, though the 
same in principle , are u ed for a different pm'po e; namely, to how the peed of automobiles 
over the ground in miles per hour. 

The principal u e of the tachometer is as a detector of engine trouble. Engine trouble of 
any kind result in a lowing down of the engine. The tachometer, therefore, hows at all 
times, quickly and surely, whether or not the engine is working properly. The importance of 
knowing thi i apparent, since an airplane depends on its engine, not only for propulsion but 
al 0 for actual support or maintenance of level. 

Tachometer are also used in adjusting the engine to it peed of greatest efficiency, and 
in performance test. 

Experienced aviators occasionally di pense with the tachometer a well a other instru
ments. To take the air, however, without fir t consulting the tachometer i to neglect a simple 
precaution and is foolhardy. In times of emergency the tachometer may be a great help , and , 
if working properly, i more reliable in all ca e than the ense. 
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GE ERAL I VE TIGATIOI OF AIRPLANE TACHOMETE RS. 

Apparatus wa de igned for inve tigating and te~ting tachometer under airplane con
ditions, uch as vibration, change of temperature, and reduced air pre ure. Detailed de crip
tions of apparatus and test method are given in a later section of this report. 

Type tests were made on SLX type of tachometers with the following re ult : 
1. Chronometric tachometer, which measure speed by recording the amount of motion 

in a fixed-time interval showed exceedingly small errors throughout but had relatively low 
durability. 

2. C ntrifugals, in which the amount of deformation of a spring by centrifugal force indi
cates the peed, were not at all affected by reduced air pressure and not seriously by change 
of temperature. The calibration error and the lag were rather large and increased ·with con
tinued running. Complete breakdown, however, rarely occurred. 

3. Air viscosity tachometers, which act by the vi co ity of a thin air :film between two 
concentric cylinders, were not much affected by reduced air pres ure, but the temperature 
error was high. Heat caused an increa e, cold a decrea e in the reading. The calibration 
and lag errors were moderate. 

4. Ail: pump tachometers, in which the p ed i indicated by the pre ure generated by 
an air pump operated at a speed proportional to the driving speed, were very eriously affected 
by reduced air pressure. The effect was nearly linear and about 20 per cent at one-half atmo -
ph ere (20,000 feet). 

5. The magnetic tachometer, depending on the electromagnetic induction between a 
revolving magnet and a conducting elI'um or di k, were unaffected by reduced air pre sure. 
They were, however, inaccurate in calibration, trongly affected by change in temperature 
and inconsi tent with running. 

6. The electric tachometer, consi ting of a magneto u ed with a ,oltmeter graduated in 
revolution per minute, had fair accuracy, but showed irregular fluctuation and a rather large 
temperature effect, besides being rather heavy. 

Acceptance tests were made on about 300 instrument of the chronometric and centrif
ugal tYI es, adopted by the Army and avy, and taken from quantity production. As in the 
type tests, the chronometric were found much uperior in numerical error, but inferior in 
endurance . 

. A.n experimental and theoretical inve tigation WtlS made to improve the centrifugal type 
which, in view of its simplicity and freedom from breakdown, eemed especially suitable for 
military use. A study was made also of master tachometer, of both old and new types, for 
accurate quantity testing and of special apparatu for rapidly calibrating the same. 

TYP E OF AIRPLANE TACHOMETER. 

Airplane tachometers are the arne in principle and con truction as automobile speedom
eters; for the speedometer of an automobile, being connected to the forward axle of the ma
chine, records pr.imarily the speed of revolution of this .a.xle and so i really a tachometer. 
However, because of the more evere conditions and requirements, there are fewer atisfactory 
types of airplane tachometers than of automobile speedometers. 

Tachometers and speedometer are ba ed on simple and well-known principles. Following 
is a classification of the various types of tachometers together with a brief statement of the 
principle on which each depend. Afterwards detailed descriptions of individual makes are 
gIven. 

Chronometric or escapement tachometers.-The peed i mea ured by the motion of a gear 
(or toothed rack) in equal interval of time during which it is connected with the main drive. 
ince the time intervals are equal, being regulated by an escapement mechanism, the motion 

of the gear during each interval is proportional to and, therefore, measure the average speed 
during the interval. The motion of the gear i hown by a pointer moving over a dial gradu
ated in equivalent peed of revolu tiol1. 
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CIIROXOMETRIC TAC 1I0l\IET ERS. 

FIG. i.-Jaeger FIG. 2.-'"30 SickleD. 

FIG.3.-Hasler 

FIG. 4.-Frencb Tel. FIG. 5.-American Tel. 
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The pointer in in trument of this type is locked in po ition mo t of the time, changes in 
peed being indicated by udden . jumps at the ends of the equal time period. Thi and the 

beating of the escapement mechanism, used to regulate the length of the time periods, are the 
distingui hing marks of thi type of tachometer. Figures 1 to 5 show the exteriors of a few 
chronometric tachometers. everal in truments of this type are described in detail in the 
ection entitled" Chronometric Tachometers." 

Oentrifugal tachometer .-Centrifugal force or the tendency of a body to flyaway from the 
axis of rotation, which depends on the speed of rotation, acts against the elastic force of a spring. 
The amount of deformation of the spring determines the motion of the pointer and thus indi
cates the speed. The deflection, as di tinguished from that of the chronometric in trument , 
i continuous, but in existing types, is not propor tional to the speed. In liquid centrifugal 
tachomcters the centrifugal pre sure i balanced again t hydro tatic pre ure. De criptions 
of a number of centrifugal tachometer are given in detail below in the section entitled " De
scription of entrifugal Tachometers." 

Air drag or viscosity tachometers.-A cylinder geared to the main drive exerts a turning force 
on another cylinder concentric with the :fir t through the vi co ity of the thin air film between 
them. This force acts against a control spring deflecting the pointer by an amount depending 
on the speed. The deflection, like that of the centrifugal , i continuou, but not proportional 
to the speed. The Waltham type of air ,i cosity tachometer i de cribed near the end of thi 
part under the title" Air Drag or Vi cosity Tachometers." 

Air-pump or air-leak tachometers.-A pump, connected to the main driv , forces air into a 
chamber with a leak orifice. The pre ure thu generated deflects a vane controlled by a prinO". 
The deflection is read off on a cale graduated in corresponding ~peed of renlution. A detailed 
de cription of the Van icklen peedometer i given later in thi part under the title " Air-Pump 
or Air-Leak Tachometer ." 

Magneto or electric tachometers.- The electro-motive force or voltage of a magneto depends 
on the peed of revolution of the armature. Hence, a magneto used with a properly graduated 
milli-volt meter will show speeds of rotation. The Tetco electric tachometer is de cribed in 
the section entitled Ie Magneto or E lectric Tachometers," near the end of thi part. 

Magnetic tachometers.-A permanent magnet is revolved near an electrically conducting 
disk or drum mounted on the ame spindle with the pointer and controlled by a spring. In 
virtue of the electric CUTrents induced in the disk or drum a turning force i exerted on it which 
deflects it by an amount dependent on the peed. The deflection is read a usual on a scale 
suitably graduated in speeds of revolution. Two instruments of this type are described in 
detail near the end of this part under the title" Magnetic Tachometer." 

Mercury l)iscosity tachometers.-The vi cou drag of mercury rotating in a steel cylinder 
tend to carry with it a concentrically mounted steel disk and pointer. The force i balanced 
by means of one or more control springs. The deflection of the pointer is read on a scale suit
ably graduated in speed of re,olution. description of the Atmo type of mercury vi cosity 
tachometer is gi,en later in thi part under the title "Mercury Vi co ity Tachometers." 

Liquid centr~fugal tachometers.-A padUe wheel i rotated in a liquid forcing it by means 
of centrifugal force through a valve into a system of vertical ghl, tubes. The height of the 
liquid column indicates the speed of revolution. A description of the Veeder type of liquid 
centrifugal tachometer may be found under " Liquid Centrifugal Tachometers " at the end of 
this part. 

AM ERICA MILITARY AIRPLA TE T ACHOMETERS. 

The e are of the chronometric and centrifugal type. The magnetic type, u ed to a 
certain extent before the war, has been abandoned for the present. 

The e instrument, of whate,er type or make, are required to be dri,en directly without 
adapter from the cam shaft of the airplane motor. They indicate, however, a stated above, 
the speed of the crank shaft or double the cam haft speed. A a rule, therefore, American 
military airplane tachometers, if driven at a given peed, will indicate twice that speed . 
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VAN SICKLEN CHRONOMETRIC TACHOMETER. 

FIG. 6.-Case and Mechanism. 

K 

R 

FIG. 7.-Mechanism-Side View. 
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Neverthele , in certain ca e , this requirement ha been waived and the u e of agar box 
on the end of the cam shaft, between the cam haft and the flexible drivc, allowed. This 
arrangement gives greater teadines, but the adapter i an added complication and unde irable. 

The b zel and flexible shaft connection are for the mo t part tandaru, indepen lent of 
type or make, so that instrument are interchano-eable. The dial are graduated from 0, 300. 
400, or 500 to 2,400, 2,500, or 2,600 revolution per minute in inten-al of 20 or 50 revolutions 
per minute. The figure on the dial denote hundred of revolution per minute. The 0, 5, 10, 
15, and 20, a well a the tip of the p inter , are made luminou and the dial plate blackened 
for night reading. 

In the following de cription of in lividual make tho e u ed on American airplane are 
treated fir and in o-reate t detail. 

VAN ICKLE T CIJRONOMETRIC TACIJOMETER. 

o 

FiG. 9.-Drh·e System. FIG. lO.-Escapement-Cam System. 

D 

b f 

FIG. H.-Counting System. FIG. 12.-Indicating System. 

CHRONOMETRIC TACHOMETERS. 

Van ic7clen.-Thi in trument, "Type Cn of the American military airplane tachometer, 
i a simplification and, in ,ome re pects, an improvement over the Jaeger clu'onometric tach
ometer described below. The complete instrument has already been hown in figure 2. 
Figure 6 to 8 show the case and mechani m. The gear referre I to above, which i connected 
with the engine for equal interval of time and the motion of 'which measure the peed of the 
engine, i the gear (C) called the counter gear. (K) i the escapement which regulate the 
length of time interval . 

The mechani m may be divi led into the (1) drive, (2) escapement-cam, (3) counting, and 
(4) indicating systems (figs. 9 to 12). The ch'ive ystem drives the counting and e capement-cam 
sy tem. The escapement-cam sy tem control the operation of the counting and indicating 
system.. The motion of the counter gear i registered on the dial by the indicating y tem. 
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The dri,e rtem, figure 7, ,and 9, begins \Tith the main dri,e gear (A.). It i composed 
of the gears (N), (L), (M), and (0 ). It immediate purpo e is to drive the pindle (Z) to which 
(0) is fL"\:ed and from which the counting and e capement-cam ystem recei,e their moti,e 
power. 

The gears (L) and (M) form a reversing mechanism which automatically provide for a 
rotation of (Z) in the same direction regardless of the direction of drive. This i nece sary 
becau e the counting and escapement-cam sy terns operate in one direction only. The method 
of rever ing is as follows: Gear (L) and (M) are mounted on a rocker arm pinned in the center 
in uch a 'my that when gear (A), and consequently (N), rotates in one direction clockwise as 
seen in figure ,(L) me hes with (0) and (M) idles without meshing with (0). 1TI1en, however, 
(A) rotate in the opposite direction, (M) me he with (0 ) and (L) merely chins (M) idly. 
(0) and (Z) rotate in the arne direction in either ca e. 

The e capement-cam system, figure 7, ,and 10, i compo ed of the cam (J), (J/), and 
(JII) , tho toothed barrel (B) to which the cam are fL"\:ecl, tho gear (R), ( ), and (T), the fly 
(E), and the double-roller escapement (K) . 

(B) rocei,e from (Z), a described below, the motiv power for the sy tern. (R), ( ), (T), 
and (E) transmit this power to the escapement which i driv n thereby and allows tho entire 
system, in luding Lhe cams, to move uddenly at regular intervals. The operation of the 
counting and indicating y tern, which are controlled directly by the cam, thus occur in a 
definite time order. 

The releasing is dono through (E), which engages a tar pinion (Y) on the arne pivot 
with the escape wheel. (E) ha two arm and rotate through 1 0° at each release. The 
force of impact with the fly i Ie sened by the inertia wheel (X), which grips by friction the pivot 
on which (E) is attached. 

The motion of the system being fixed, and that of (Z) variable, a lip drive must be used. 
Thi i in the form of a spring, called the mainspring, coiled up tightly in ide of (B). The 
inner end of the pring i fastened to (Z) . (B), on the other hand, idle on (Z) and aloha 
no rigid connection with the pring. Con equently, a (Z) revolves, the pring slips around 
in (B). It exert , however, on (B), through the fri tion cau ed by its tendency to uncoil, a 
turning force which drivo the systom. Till force acts instantly when the instrumont is tarted 
and continue at all driving peeds. The counting system, figure 7, 8, and 11, consists of the 
gear (Q), the fine toothed pinion (F) fL"\:ed to (Q), and the countor gear (C). The sy tern i 
driven by the gear (P) fixed to (Z) and m eshing with (Q) . (F ) and (Q) are mounted on a 
rocker arm (G), which tho cam (J) cause to 0 cilIate about a pivot (W) toward and away from 
(C). (F) is thus thrown alternately into and out of me h with (C) . (Q), however, remain in 
mesh with (P). The effect i , thorefore, to put (C) uccessively into and out of connection 
with (Q) and hence with the main drive (A). 

Thi occur at regular interval, in fact every econd, ince (J) is equally paced and moves, 
as pointed out above, at regular intervals. The angle, through which (C) is rotated during each 
econd i , therefore, proportional to the peed during the second. (C) is provided with a control 

spring (c) and a projecting stud (a) on it upper and under side, re pectively. It is locked 
and relea ed by the toothed pawl (1') operated by the cam (JII ) . 

The indicating y tern (fig. 7, 8, and 12) is forme i by the so-called pointer gear (D), 
imilar to and helO\,~ (C), the pointer spindle (H), to which (D) i fixed but on which (C) idles, 

the floating arms (j) and (g) pivoted on (H) between (C) and (D), and the pointer (h). Locking 
and relea ing of (D) i accompli hed by a toothed pawl (8) similar to and directly below (1') 
and operated by the cam (J) . Unlike (C), (D) has ratchet in tead of V teeth and can move 
forward while in con tact with ( ) . It is provided with a control pring (d) similar to (c) and a 
projecting stud (b) on it upper side. 

(b), (j), (a), (g), and a fixed top (m) on (G) are arranged 0 a to engage each other in 
the order named. The engaging of (a), (g), and (m) top (C) in a certain position. The 
engaging of (b), (j), and (a) holds (C) and (D) fixed with reference to each other. 
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The u e of the floating arm (j) and (g), in tead of direct contact of (a), (b), and (m), 
enable nearly two complete revolution of (D), thu making a full circumference dial po ible 
and in uring against injury in ca e of overspeeding. 

When the instrument i idle, the control spring (c) and (d) cau e (b ) , (j), (a), (g), and (m) 
to engage in the above manner. (C) and (D) thu a ume definite zero po ition . 

In the operation of the instrument (C) and (D) are rotated away from (m) again t the 
force of their control springs by (F) ·which drive (C) and hence (D) through the engaging of (a), 
(j), and (b). Theyar rotated back toward (m) by their control spring. By mean of (r) 
(C) may be held when out of me h with (F) . imilarly ( ) serve to hold (D) independently 
of (C). (C) turn back and forth continuou ly, returning to it zero position at regular inter
vals. (D), however, turns only when a change in speed occurs, forward for an increa e, back
ward for a decrea e. 

If (D) is not in the zero po ition with reference to (C) , that is, the po ition in which (a) and 
(b) are in contact with (j), it will always move back into that position, when free to do 0, by 
the action of its control pring. The angular deflection of (D) and (h) from their zero po ition 
is then equal to that of (C) , which, as seen, i proportional to the speed. Accordingly, so long 
a the period of the e capement does not vary, the cale of tIll in trument i uniform. 

The cycle of operations i determined by the cam (J), (J') , and (J") . At the tart ( ) is 
in it zero position and unlocked. (D) and (h) are locked in the po ition which they a umed in 
the preceding cycle. (F) me he with (C) for one ond, turning it through a certain angle. 
Ac ording a the peed i (1) the ame a (2) greater than or (3) less than in the last cycle, 
(C) (1) just reache (D) or (2) engage (D) and pushe it forward or (3) tops hort of (D). 
In any case (r) lock ( 9 ) in its extreme po ition , (8) then relea e (D), allowing it in ca e (3) to 
a ume the z ro po ition relative to (C) . :Next (C) i again relea ed and returns to it zero 
po ition. The cycle th n repeats itself. 

The pointer (h) follows the motion of (D) . It i locl<ed at a reading equal to the speed 
during a aiven econd of me h of (F) with ( ) from the end of that econd to the end of the 
next. It then move forward or backward suddenly by an amount equal to the chanae inspeed. 
This instrument, like other of the chronometric type, therefore, d flect intermittently, indi
cating the av rage speed over an interval of time rather than the peed at each instant. 

The cale is clo ed and araduated from 0 to 2,500 revolution per minute in intervals of 
20 revolution per minute. The in trument is driven directly from the cam haft ,yithout 
adapter. 

Compared with foreign chronometrics, the Van icklen ha only one counter gear, the 
rever ing mechanism i impler and the e capement of con iderably maller ize. The fir t i 
a implification, but n ces itates the in trumcnt remaining idle for part of the time. Worth 
mentioning is the method of fa tenina the pointer which i driven onto a square bo and held 
by a spring washer to prev nt slippage from the udden jumpina of the pointer in tachometer 
of the chronometric type. 

Tel.- Thi instrument, u ed by the American military force and known a " Type A," i 
hown in figure 5. It i a copy of the French instrument hown in figure -:1:. Figure 13 to 16 
how the mechani m. It contains drive, e capement, counting and indicating system which 

perform the arne function a in the Van icklen. However, the counting member i a toothed 
rack instead of a aear. AI 0 , the driving and 10 king devices are not brought into connection 
"With the counter, but the counter with them by a motion at right angle to it counting motion. 

The drive y tern, fiaure 17, con i t of the main drive gear (A), fa tened to the arbor ( ) 
and me hing with a pinion on the drive pindle of the in trument, the gear C~), al 0 attached 
to ( ) , and the gear (L), (YI) , (0 ) and (P). It function i to turn the pindle (Z) , figures 1 ) 
and 19, to which (P ) i £i.\:ed and from which the counting an 1 e capement ystems are driven . 

(Z) must revolve in the same direction independent of the dire tion of drive. This is 
accomplished by mean of a rever ing mechanism formed by the aear (N) , (L) , (M), and (0 ) . 
(L) and (M) are mounted on a rocker (T) , idling on ( ) , and are in permanent mesh with (N) . 
(0) i pivoted on a stud fa tened to the frame and is in me h with (P ) . Accord.ing as ( ) 
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rotate clockwi e or counterclockwi e, the friction between (8) and (T), which i increased bv 
the lip spring (D), rotate (T) lightly one way or the other and cau e (L) to mesh with (P), 
(M), and (0) idling, or (M) with (0 ), (L) ielling. The direction of rotation of (P) is the ame 
in either ca e. The screw head (E), playing in the slot (G), serves a a stop for (T). 

The e capement sy tem (fig. 1 ) i compo ed of the toothed barrel (B), the haft (J), and 
the double-roller escapement (K). (J ) ha fa tened to it at one end the gear (H,) me hing with 
(B), at the other end the e cape wheel ( ). The moti,e power for the y tem, which is ap
plied, a in the Van icklen, by means of a lip spring, called the mainspring, fastened to (Z) 
and coiled up inside of (B), is transmitted through (P ) anel (J) to (K ), which relea e it and 
allows the ystem, including (J ), to move suddenly at regular intervals. The time for one 

TEL CIIRONOMETRI C 'l'ACIIOMETER. 

y 

FIG. 13.-Perspecti\·e. FiG. H.-Side "iew. 

R 

u e 

FIG. ].; .-Top \"iew. FIG. 1O.- l'erspecti\·e. 

swmg of the balance wheel i one-quarter econd and 12 wings arc required for a complete 
revolution of ( ). (J) thu make a complete re,olution in three econd in tep of one
twelfth of a reyolution eyery quarter econd. 

The escapement, as seen, is Yery heavy. To facilitate tarting, it i fitted with an aux
iliary deY1ce which stops it hortly after the in trument i topped, thus pre,-enting the main-
pring from unwinding completely, and al 0 top it off center with ten ion in the escapement 

spring. The arrangement is uch that, when the pointer return to it zero po ition, a pin (a) 
fall automatically, engaging a stud (b) on the rim of the balance wheel anel tops the escape
ment. The moYement of (a) i accomplished tluough a pin (c) which drop into a lot in the 
upper end of the arbor Cd) connected to the pointer staff (H) through the geit!· (e) and (8). 
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The counting sy tern, figure 19, i made up of the fine-toothed pinion (F ), connected with 
(Z) through the gear train (Y-X- V- Q), the toothed rack (C) an 1 the cylindrical pawl (f). 
The rack, in the form of three identical cylindrical arc of 120° each, em-elop the haft (J) 
along which they arc free to lide in groo,e. Their zero position i again t (R ), which position 
they tend to a ume by the action of the helical control spring (h) lying in groo,es and fa -
tened respectively to (J) and to the rack. (F ) and (j) are held in contact with the racks by 
the pring (k) and (m) attached to the rockers (q) and (g) in which they are mounted. 

A. (J) rotate, clock\\i e newed from the e capement end, each rack is ucce iv-ely (1) en
gaged by (F) and carried, by it rotation, along (J) from (R ) toward (D) again t the force of 
it control spring; (2) caught and held by (j) in the po ition in which it is left by (F); (3) eli -
engaged from (j) and drawn back to the zero position by it control pnng. 

TEL CHRONOME'1'RlC TAcnOMETER. 

FIG. l7.-Drive system, FIG. I.-Escapement system . 

FIG. 19.-Counting system. FIG. 20.-Indicating system . 

ince the di tances between the points of contact of (F) and (j) and the width of the rack 
are each 120°, the above operations follow each other without interruption or o,erlapping, ha, 
each one second, a third of the period of rev-olution of (J), allotted to them and are performed 
by the rack 'with a ucce si,e phase difference of one econd. Consequently one of the three 
racks is engaged in each of the three operations at every instant and the in trument i never 
idle. 

Now (F), being geared directly to (Z), and hence to the main drive (A.), rotate at a speed 
proportional to the driving peed. AI 0, as een, the period of me h of the rack with (F) is 
con tant and equal to one second. Therefore, the distance the rack are moyed along (J) are 
proportional, 0 long a the escapement i unaltered, to the speed during ucce sive seconds. 
Thu , the rack which i held by if) during each second is at a eli tance from the zero po ition 
of the racks proportional to the speed during the preceding econd. 
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The indicating ystem, figure 20, i formed by a collar (n) encircling (J) 100 ely, a toothed 
rack (r), which slides on a road (p) and to which (n) is attached, and a gear (8) £Xed to the 
pointer taff and meshing with (r). The rack, a they travel along (J), engage (n) and thu 
move (r), ( ) , (H) and the pointer. A control pring (t) oppose the motion taking up the 
backla h between (r) and (8) and keeping (n) in contact with the racks. 

(n) re t , in it zero position, again t all three rack in their zero po ition and during, each 
econd, a the in trument operate against the rack held by (f) in that econd. The displace

ment of (n) and (r) from their zero po ition i , therefore, the arne a that of the rack and hence 
proportional to the peed during the preceding secon 1. (r) and (8), however, constitute a 
eimple rack and pinion, so that the angular di placement of (8) and of the pointer from their 
zero po ition is proportional to the linear displacement of (r) and thus proportional to the 
peed. Thi instrument, therefore, ha a uniform scale. 

It does not, however, how the speed at each in tant, but the average peed for period of 
one second. It indicate throughout a gi,en econd the average peed during the preceding 
econd. Then at, or ,ery near, the end of the econd the reading changes uddenly to the 

• value for that econd. Thi reading i maintained for the next econd and 0 forth. 
Changes in reading take place at the end of the second period because it is then that (n) 

hift from one rack to another. If an alteration in peed occur, the succeeding rack either 
(1 ) tops short of the preceding rack, which is in mesh with (f) and again t which (n) is resting 
(decrea ing peed), so that, when the latter is released, (n) i drawn backwarcl by (t) into con
tact wiLh the former; or (2) engage (n) a little before the close of the econd (inoreasing speed), 
lift it off the end of the preceding rack and pu he it forward uddenly, holding it on coming 
to rest. In both cases the change in reading is abrupt and occur practically at the end of the 
econd period. If the speed is constant, each ucceeding rack stop ju t abreast of the 

preceding one and no change in the position of (n) or the pointer occurs. 
A loose pin-and-hole connection (y) (fiaure 20) inserted between (H) and the pointer 

erve to remove fluctuations of the latter due to imperfect me h of the rack with (F) and (f ) 
at the expen e, however, of accuracy and en itivity. The spring (y ) bearing in the threaded 
rim of the di k (j) act a a damper for this arrangement and, by the dropping of it curved end 
into a slot in the di k, as a zero lock for the pointer. The thread prevent thi action at full 
cale deflection. 

The maximum po ible Jag in thi tachometer, between a change in peed and it indica
tion on the dial, i seen to be one second. 

The dial is graduated in identical manner with that of the Van icklen and the instrument 
al 0 run without adapter. 

Jaeger.-Thi instrument ha already been shown in figure 1, and in figures 21 to 23 are 
per pective, top, and ide view of the mechani m. 

The Jaeger, widely used on French airplanes, is an intricate and beautifully made chron
ometric of the gear type, to which the Van icklen i closely related. Unlike the latter, however, 
it has two counting gears (C) and (C/) and thus operates continuou ly. The mechanism con
forms to the usual chronometric type. The dri,e is through a crown wheel (A ) engaged by a 
pinion bearing in the ca e of the instrument. From (A) through a reversing mechanism, con
siderably more complicated and delicate than that of the Van icklen or TEL, the rotation i 
transmitted to the pinclle (Z) and to the :£ine-toothed pinion (F) and (F /) which are thrown 
into and out of me h re pectively with (C) and (C/) at regular internl. From (Z) the e cape
ment (K) and the cams (J) are driven through the usual spring and barrel (8). The pointer 
gear (D) is midway between (C) and (C/) and the e gears have corresponding to them the three 
locking arm (L). Between (D) and the pointer staff is a 100 e pin and hole connection similar 
to that in the TEL and serving the arne purpo e .. 

The method of me hing and unme hing (F) and (F /) with (C) and (C/) i somewhat differ
ent from that employed in the Van iclden. am ely, the pinelles to which (F) and (F') are 
fa tened bear at their upper ends only in the 0 cillating rocker (G). The lower ends have :£L-..;:ed 
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HEGER CJ[RONO~IETR [C TACflO~IETER. 

FIG. 21. 

FIG. 22. 

fIG. 23 

~eproduced from 
est available COPY. 
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bearings in the frame of the in trument, about ,,-hich a center the pindle and gear wing, 
due to the motion of (G). Thus (F ) and (F ') are thrown into and out of me h with (0) and (0' ). 
The dri-ving pinions are fa tened to the pindles close to their low'er end where the swinging 
motion i small, wherea (F ) and (F') are attached near the upper ends and 0 ha-ve considerable 
motion. 

The e capement i about as heavy a in an ordinary alarm clock and of the double-roller 
type. The balance " oheel bearing are jeweled. The e cape wheel pindle has a light spring 
bearing against it to pre-vent rotation baclnmrd during the inter-val between relea e of one fly 
arm and contra t with the other arm, which \'1ould cau e irregularitie in the counting period. 

The control prino- ' in this in trument are helical or fiat plate spring and act indirectly 
through toothed ector' and pinion on their I' pectiv spindle. The counter gear ector 
have lender fiat prings lying in slots in their face. The e arc proDded at their free ends with 
teeth ,dlich project beyond the sector teeth at the point of me h ,,-ith the pinion on the counter
gear pindle when the instrument is at re ' t. By the action of the pring these teeth mesh 
tio-htly with the pinions and thu eliminate ha ldash which, owing to the resulting uncentaint~

in the zero position of the counter gear, may cau e a con iderable error in readino- of the instru
ment. 

tover-Lang.-The 'ounting element in thi tachometer is a radial arm ,,-hieh is lo,,-erecl at 
regular inter-val into me h with a rotating crown wheel o-earecl to the main drive spindle. An 
auxiliary arm, interpo ed between the count r and the pointer system, is arranged to drop back 
into contact with the counter shor tly before the end of the counting period. It i then carried 
forward by the counter durino- the remu,ining motion of the latter and i held in the extreme 
po ition of the counter by ratchet action. The pointer system i then released and assumes the 
po ition of the au.\:iliary arm. The counter itself is not locked at all. The e capement i of 
alarm-clock ize and unjeweled. 

The in trument ha been arranged for use " oi th an air dri-ve con i ting of a diaphragm 
operated hy an eccentric fixed to the rotating haft. This diaphragm gi-ve puff of air with a 
frequency qual to that of the rotation ",hi h, beino- tran mitted to the in trument through a 
tube, operates a ratchet eno-aging the main dri-ve gear of the mechani m. 

This form of dri-ve is free from many defect of the fl exible cable, but is intermittent in it 
action, and as yet ha been adapted to chronometric tachometer~ only. . 

Haslcr. - This in trument, hO\ffi in figure 3, i a hand chronom tric uitable for te t on 
airplane motor and other tachometer. 

The e capement function only when one of the two pu h buttons een projecting from the 
edge of the case i ' pressed and relea ed. Furthermore, it mark off but one period, three econd 
in length, during "ohich the counter i connected 'lith the main drive and the pointer carried 
through a certain angle proportional, a u ual, to the peed. The pointer is locked automatically 
in i t final position and the sp ed is read off. R e ctting of the pointer i accomplished by mean 
of the other pu h button. Ten revolution of the pointer, giving a total range of 10.000 revolu
tions per minute, are provided for. 

Bruhn.- Thi. in trument, hown in figure 24 to 27, i a German chronometric of the gear 
type. It i -velT imilar in de ign to the French Jaeger and the American Yan icklen. 

Like the Yan icklen, it has only one counting gear; the countino- period, however, i 
one-half second. thu gi-vino- a re ettino- of the pointer at the end of each eeond. The drive i 
tlu'olwh a be-vcl gear meslling with the gear (A), figure 25 and 26, which are arranged in 
uch a way a to idle 'when dri'-en in one direction and drive tlll'ough to the gear fixed to the 

spring barrel (B) when dri-ven in the 0ppo ite direction. The barrel (B) is always driven in 
the same direction for either rotation of the drive gear. 

The drive continue from (B) tlu'ough a coiled lip pring to the taff ( ), e capement (K), 
and back to the cam (J ), which control the me hing of the counting pinion (F ) " ith the counting 
gear (0), anB also the operation of the holding pawl (P ) for the counting gear (0), and (M) for 
the pointer gear (0 ' ) . There are three pawl (P ) and two (M), the pa\d (P ) being paced one
tmrd of a tooth out of pha e with each other and the pawls (M) one-half of a tooth out of phase. 
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The escapement (K ) is of the double-roller type, unjeweled, and much more rugged than that 
of ei ther the Van ickl n 01' the Jaeger. 

A noteworthy feature i the addition of the two odometer (L) and (0 ). (L) is driven 
through a train of gears from th staff on which the carns (J) arc fL-xeel and how the number 
of hour which the in trum nt, and therefore the engine, ha run. (0 ) i connecte 1 to the drive 
O'ear, and it reading, mul iplied by 100, give the total number of revolutions \\-hich the crank 
haft of the engine ha made. 

BRunN CIlRO OMETRIC TAcnOMETER. 

o c' L 

FIG. 24 . FIG. 25. 

II 

FIG. 26. FIG. 27. 

CENTRIFUGAL TACHOMETERS. 

TYPES OF CENTRIFUGAL TACHOMETERS. 

The mo t common type of c ntrilugal tachometers arc the so-calleel governor and oblique
weight type . 

The governor type is thus named because of the re emblance of th rotating part to an 
ordinary engine governor. It con it, namely, of a shaft (A), (fig. 2 ), with a et of weights 
(B) grouped about it whi h , as the shaft rotates, act by centrifugal force on a control pring (E ). 
The haft (A) i hardened and poli hed, and i mounted \'ertically and centrally in ball bearing 
either in the ca e of the instrument it elf or in a eparate frame. Th weight (B) are attached 
by link abo\'e to a pider (C) fL-xed to the haft and below to a grooved collar (D), free to lide 
along the haft. The pring E , which is helical, encircles the shaft between (C) and (D) . 
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When the system rotates, the weights (B) pull outward on the links. (D) is thus drawn 
up the shaft and (E) is compressed. Ultimately, for a fixed speed, the weights and (D) assume 
a definite position in which the centrifugal force is just counterbalanced by the elastic force 
of the spring. The motion of (D), which is small 04' to % inch), is magnified and changed into 
a pointer motion by the indicating train, consisting of the pin (F) bearing on (D), the toothed 
sector (G), and the pinion (H). The spring (J) on the pointer staff keeps (F) in contact with 
(D) and also takes up the backlash between the sector and pinion. 

In the oblique-weight type, shown diagrammatically in figure 29, the rotating element 
consists of a weight or frame (B) encircling the main shaft (A) and free to rotate about a spindle 
(C) fixed perpendicularly to (A). In the position of rest (B) is oblique to 
(A), but when rotating tends to rotate about (C) into a position per
pendicular to (A). This motion is opposed by a control spring (E), so 
that at each speed a definite position is reached in which the centrifugal B 

couple exerted by (B) is just balanced by the restoring torque of (E). 
Thus the motion of (B), imparted to the pointer through a suitable 
indicating train, such as shown in figure 30, gives an indication of the 
speed. The double oblique-weight type has two crossed weights pivoted 
on the same axis and placed symmetrically about the shaft. 

Other forms of centrifugal tachometers not belonging to the above 
types will be pointed out in the discussion of individual makes, together 
with various modifications of the control spring and indicating train. 

FIG. 28 .- Governor t ype. 

Centrifugal tachometers used on American airplanes are all of the governor type, but the 
governor weights differ in size. This necessitates a difference in the running speed, since the 
control springs and indicating trains are practically alike. The light governors, therefore, 
must run at higher speed than the heavy ones to give the same deflection. In all cases, however, 
the speed of the governor is equal to or greater than the indicated or crank shaft speed; that is, 
equal to or greater than twice the driving or cam shaft speed. Consequently gears giving an 
increase in speed of one to two or more are necessary. The peed of the governor relative to 
the indicated speed and the location of the gears, whether within the instrument or in a special 
adapter on the end of the cam shaft, are pointed out in each case below. 

The oblique-weight type, though extensively used abroad, especially in England and Ger
many, has not yet been adopted in America for use on airplanes. 

Johns-Manville.-This instrument, shown in figure 30, is "Type 
B" of the American military airplane tachometers. It is of the 
heavyweight slow-speed type, the governor running at indicated or 
crank shaft speed. The speed ratio between the cam shaft and the 
governor is, therefore, one to two. The gears for accomplishing the 
change in speed are in a separate adapter on the end of the cam 
shaft, since it was thought, from experiments on sample instruments, 
that too great unsteadiness would result if they were placed in the 
instrument itself. Later, however, a model was designed with the 
gears in the instrument, but this was not produced extensively. 

The governor has three weights of special shape which touch 
FIG. 29.-0bJique weight type. 

when at rest, forming a continuous girdle around the shaft. The 
ball bearings are contained in the ca e itself, the upper one being adjustable, the lower one 
fL"\:ed. This is because the weight of the governor falls on the lower bearing. 
, The indicating train, seen at the left in figure 30, is of the type shown in figure 28 and is 
carried by a bridge spanning the front of the case. The contact piece which bears on the sliding 
collar is a pivoted shoe of hard fiber. This is believed to weal' better than steel and to be less 
apt to scratch the surface of the collar. The arm carrying the fiber hoe i adjustable on the 
spindle on which it rotates, but is not adjustable in length. The pointer is driven on to the 
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tapered end of the pointer staff, and so is also adjustable. Calibration is accomplished by 
resetting and bending the shoe arm, adjusting the pointer and deforming the control sprinO'. 

The scale is graduated from 400 or 500 to 2,500 or 2,600 revolutions per minute, respectively, 
in intervals of .50 revolution per minute and has an angular length of about 190°. 

Jones" rictometer".-This instrument, hown in figure 31, is used almost exclusively by 
the Navy. It has V'ery light weights and the goV'el'l1or runs at twice inrlicated or four times 
driving speed. The gears having this latter ratio are contained in the instrument it elf as een 
in the figure. 

The ball bearings are set in a ringlike frame of 'which the bridge carrying the indicating 
train is an inteO'ral part and to which the dial plate and bezel are fa tened. The ca e proper 
is a thin detachable metal cup which slip on oV'cr the back of the frame. This arrangement 
makes the governor and indicating train \01',\- acce sible and permits calibration "'ith the dial 
in place. 

AMERICAN CEKTRIFL'GAL TACHOMETER. 

FIG. 30.-Johns-~[an\'il\c. FIG. 3t.-Jones. 

FIG. 32.-Reliance. FIG. 33.-IIoffecker. 

There are three weights. 
heing held by a set crew. 

The spider to which the links are attached at the top is adju table, 

The indicating train is of the type ho,m in figure 28. 
pin i , howeV'er, adjustable in length. The contact pin is of 
a tapered taff, a in the John Manville. 

The lever carrying the contact 
teel. The pointer is driven into 

ReZiance .- This tachometer, used by the ~ a vy, appears in figure 32. It also is of the light
weight high-speed type. The go'\ernor speed is about one and a half times indicated speed 
or three time cam-shaft speed. A special adapter is used on the cam shaft, there being no 
gears in the instrument itself. 

The indica ting train i also of the type hown in figure 28. 
The contact pin is of hardened steel, the sliding collar being of brass. An adjustable 

contact pin lever and an adjustable zero stop are proV'ided for use in calibration. 
The governor bearings, indicating train, and dial are mounted on a detachable frame, so 

that the calibration may be done before inserting in the case with good acce s to the mechanism. 
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This in trument has not been standardized. The shaft connection as made is provided 
with a sliding element which a compression spring keeps in mesh with the flexible shaft. Thus 
also the end thrust in the flexible shaft, which may cause unsteadiness, is taken up. 

The dial is white and the scale, determined separately for each instrument, extends from 
200 to 2,400 revolutions per minute in intervals of 50 revolutions per minute over an angle of 
about 225°. 

The case and mechanism are both of heavy construction. 
Hoffecker.-1'his instrument, shown in figure 33, is very similar to the Reliance. The 

weight and speed of the governor are about -the same as well as the means of calibration. 
The frame carrying the governor and indicating train is of rigid though light construction. 
_\.. unique feature of the indicating train is that it has two contact pins of hardened steel 

which form the tines of a fork swiveled on the end of the usual contact pin lever. These pin 
bear on opposite sides of the sliding collar and are intended to eliminate fluctuations due to 
lack of perpendicularity of the surface of the collar to the haft or roughness of the surface. 

The in trument has not been standardized. The flexible shaft provided has a ball bearing 
end and a wedge-shaped tip which facilitates meshing at high speed. 

The scale is graduated similarly to that of the Reliance and likewise i determined sepa
rately for each instrument. 

Jones speedometel'.-This instrument, shown in figure 34, is of the oblique weight type 
with sliding collar, the wClght being in the form of a ring. The connection between the governor 
and the sliding collar is formed by a lug projecting from the upper end of the collar sleeve 
and bearing on a hardened steel pin embedded in the oblique weight. There are two helical 
control spring - one, a weak spring which is compressed by the collar, the other, a strong 
clip-like spring which is coiled up a the oblique ring deflects. 

The indicating mechanism is unusual in that it contains a cam plate, the proper shaping 
of which gi,es a uniform scale. 

chaetfer and Budenberg.-Figurc 35 shows the exterior of the instrument, which is of the 
same type as the Jones centrifugal speedometer described above. The motion of the weight 
is transmitted to the collar through two parallel links pinned at their ends. A unique feature 
i that the contact pin bears ao-ainst the under surface of the sliding collar. 

The instrument has three drive spindles and is fitted with a gear box, so that full scale 
deflection may be had for three different speeds, such as 200, 1,000, and 2,000 revolutions per 
minute, by using the proper spindle. 

This type of instrument is suitable for tests on airplane motors. 
EZliott.-Thi is a Briti h instrument, also of the oblique weight type, and is shown in 

figure 36. The governor is in the form of a dumb-bell pivoted in a boxlike frame inserted in 
the governor shaft. The control spring is a helical spring fixed to the frame at one end and 
to the governor at the other. 

The indicating mechanism is unusually simple in that the lever carrying the contact pin 
is fastened directly to the pointer taff . The pointer is pivoted in the lower part of the dial 
and the angular motion is only about 90° . The scale is grad,-:ated from 800 to 2,000 revolu
tions per minute in intervals of 50 revolutions per minute. 

Smith. - This instrument, the mechanism of which is shown in figure 37, is also a British 
tachometer of the oblique weight type. The governor is a flat link-like casting. A hemi
spherical ca ting, fixed to the lower end of the shaft, supports the ends of the governor pin 
and also sen-es a a flywheel. There are two exactly similar flat coiled control springs. The 
connection between the oblique weight and the sliding collar is formed by a fork fixed rigidly 
to the collar and bearing on a hardened pin, as in the Jones peedometer above. 

The indicating mechanism is of the ordinary construction, shown in figure 28. The scale 
is graduated from 600 to 2.000 revolutions per minute in intervals of 20 revolutions per minute 
and has an angular length of about 300°. 
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FIG. 34.-Jones Centrirugal Tacbometer. 

FIG. 35.-Scbaerer and Budenberg. 

FIG. 3B.-Elliott. FlO . 37.-Smitb. 
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Oliver.-This tachometer, the mechanism of which is ho\'.'11 in figure 3 ,1 of the oblique 
weight type, but has certain peculiar features. 

niformity of cale is obtained by means of a cam plate in the governor. This cam i 
attached to the oblique weight and deflects with the latter. Connection between the cam 
and the indicating train is made by mean of a rod licling in a boring in the shaft. The con
tact point " 'ith the indicating train is in the center of the rod where there i no motion and thu 
wear is ay-oided. The contact point with the cam is near the axis of rotation of the oblique 
weight. This tends to minimize disturbances due to a reaction of the rod on the oblique weight. 

The governor control consi ts of two pairs of helical tension prings. The point of attach
ment of the e prings are so placed that the line of action of the springs pa s through the 
axis of rotation of the oblique weight in the position of 1'e t. A the oblique weight deflects, 
however, they get farther and farther away from this axi. Thu a restoring torque increasing 

FIG. 38.-0Uver centrifugal mechanism. 

FIG. 39.-0Ihovsky mechanism. FIG. 40.-OIhovsky case. 

more rapidly than the first power of deflection i obtained, which, it is claimed, facilitate the 
attainment of a uniform scale. 

Olhovsky.-The Olhovsky tachometer shown in figures 39 and 40, is a Ru ian instrument 
of the double oblique weight type with liding collar. The weights are in the form of rectangu
lar frame consisting of cylindrical rods wi.th fiat connecting pieces and are in rotational balance. 
Each acts separately on the collar through a link. The control spring is helical and is located 
between the liding collar and a ball-like houlder on the shaft, being compre sed a the collar 
moves upward. 

A two-tined steel fork with swivel joint, imilar to that in the Hoffecker described above, 
i used to connect the governor and indicating mechanism. 

A noteworthy feature of this instrument is that it is compen ated for the effect of tilting 
with reference to the vertical and al 0 for the effect of external hocks. Thi is accomplished 
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by unbalancing the governor weight by an amount equal to one-half of the combined weight 
of the collar and floating pin and by pivoting the rollers at a distance from the centel of rota
tion of the weights equal to that of their center of gravity. Thus the movement of the weight 
about their pivots, due either to gravity or sudden acceleration in any direction, i just counter
balanced by that of the collar and pin. 

The indicating mechani m is novel. A nut with a hardened steel point bears on the float 
mentioned above. Longitudinal motion of this nut cau es the threaded pointer pinelle, which is 

crewed into it, to rotate. A coiled 
pring on the pointer taff serve as 

a control spring for the cyo'-ernor as 
well as to take up backla h. 

The in trument i very com
pact, the whole mcchani m being 
contained in a cylindrical ca e 2M" 
in he hameter by 2 inches high. 

Morell "Phylax." -Thi lll

strument, a single oblique ring 
type of German de ign, is shown in 
figure 41. It i of the u uallink and 

FIG. 41.-Morell "Phylax." 

control spring , one compres ed by the collar and the 
governor and the haft. 

liding collar con truction. A in 
the Jones speedometer there arc two 

other a clip-like spring between the 

The indicating train is unique in that it contains a spring which erve LO take up Rudden 
shocks or changes in speed. It i al 0 provided with an air damp
ing device consisting of a small vane geared up 0 a to make many 
revolution for one of the pointer pinion. 

Oil tubes are provided running from a well in the top of the ca e 
to the shaft bearing and to the steel pin which bear on th collar. 

Jacquet.-Thi tachometer, the exterior of which i hown in 
figure 42, i a hand tachometer of the oblique weight type with a 
ingle coiled control spring contained in a slot in the governor haft. 

_'I.. small teel plung l' liding in a boring in the shaft i connected 
with the oblique weight by a link pa sing through a slot in the side 
of the shaft. Connection with the indicating train i through a ball
and-socket joint in the end of the plunger. The indicating train is 
of the ordinary sector an 1 pinion type. 

The in trument ha only a ingle pindle, although it provides 
for three ranges of speed. Change of gear i effected by moving the 
button seen in the neck of the in trument. 

Hom.- This is a German double oblique weight type. The 
governor i imilar to that of the Olhov ky and the indicating train 
the same a in the Jacquet. Like\\-1 e it i a ingle spindle hand 
instrument. 

tandard.-In thi tachometer two weight , liding on pins n.'Ced FIG. 42.-Jacquet. 

at right angle to the haft, fly out when the ystem i rotate 1. Their ides ach bear again t 
pins on pivoted sectors which me h with a circular leeve rack sliding on the governor shaft. 
As the weight move outward the sectors are rotated and the sleeve raised. A pinion geared 
to the pointer staff al 0 meshe with the lower part of thi circular rack, the motion of which 
is thu communicated to the pointer. 

The cyovernor control i by mans of two helical pring, which arc put in ten ion by the 
rotation of the sector about its pivot. 
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Loring.- The Loring in trument i a modification of the double oblique weio-ht type. The 
governor consist of two light weight pivoted out ide the haft in a relatively heavy ca ting. 
Roller on the inner ends of these weight nUl in lot in the sliding collar, so that as the weights 
turn the collar is moved. A teel pin driven into the eollar slides in the shaft, which i hollow 
and slotted. On this pin re t a floating hardened steel pin which i rai ed or lowered with the 
collar. 

Calibration is accompli hed by moving the upper collar, adju ting the leno-th of the contact 
pin arm and bending the control spring. 

The scale is graduated uniformly from 
500 to 2,500 revolutions per minute in in
tervals of 20 revolutions per minute and ex
tend over a complete circumference. 

The in trument weighs only 14 ounces 
complete. 

AIR DRAG OR VISCOSITY TACHOMETERS. 

1faltham.-The Waltham tachometer 
shown in figure 43 is of the air viscosity type 
described in principle above. There are two 
concentric cylinders, geared to the main FIG. 43.-Woltham a ir viscosity tachometer. 

drive, of which the outer one only i shown 
in the right-hand view. Between them, and separated from them by a thin air film, i placed 
the inverted cuplike cylinder, mounte 1 in jeweled beariog , to which the pointer i fixed. 

The dial i graduated to how peed from 400 to 2,200 revolutions per minute, the deflec

FIG. 44.- ' ·OD SickleD air pump speedometer. 

tion of the pointer for tlli peed range being 
about 240 degree . 

AIR P UMP OR AIR LEAK TACHOMETERS. 

Van ickZen peedometer.- This instru
ment, shown in figure 44, is typical of the 
air pump or air leak tachometer mechani m. 
The lower right-hand view hows the centrif
ugal air pump and Lhe admi ion port; the 
lower left-hand view the di ' charge orifice 
and air chamber. pecial attention i called 
to the variable width groove through which 
the air leaks beneath the vane which is 
hown with the indicating drum in the 

upper right-hand view. The width of thi 
orifice i made uch that a deflection of the 
vane i obtained proportional to the driving 
' peed. The upper left-hand view shows the 
a emblecl mechani m. 

MAG ET O OR ELECTRIC TACHOMETERS. 

Tetco. - Figure 45 hows the Tetco electric tachometer. The magneto is of the ordinary 
bi-polar con truction with a single permanent hOI e hoe magnet. The indicator consi ts of 
a uitable range millivolt-meter calibrated to read peeds from 0 to 2,000 revolutions per 
minute in intervals of 20 revolutions per minute. 
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MAGNETIC TACHOMETERS. 

Warner. - Figure 46 shoW" a cartridge type of magnetic instrument. The permanent 
magnet, running in ball bearing, is in the form of a plit ring. The drum, in which current 
are induced, i held a definite di tance from the top of the magnet. The leakage field of the 
magnet is utilized; con equently the magnet is comparatively strong for a given torque on 
the disk. 

A device for compen ating for the effect of temperature con i t of an iron ring mounted 
on three bimetilUic levers. Change in temperature cau e this ring to move nearer or away 
from the magnet, thus distorting the magnetic field and changing, by a uitable amount, the 
strength of the field utilized for torque. 

FIG. 45.-Tetco electric tachometer. 

FIG. 46.-Warner magnetic tachometer, cartridge typo. FIG. 47.-Warner magnetic tachometer, airplane typc . 

The instrument is calibrated by moving the mao-net nearer to or away from the indicating 
disk. 

The cale, which i on the ide of the drum, i graduated from 0 to 2,000 revolution per 
minute in intervals of 25 revolutions per minute. 

Figure 47 show an airplane model of the same instrument. The magnet is geared to the 
main drive. A disk with pointer attached i used in tead of a drum. 

The ame type of temperature compen ator i u ed a in the cartridge model. It i not 
shown in the figure. 

Attention is called to the pointer damping device which con ist merely of a permanent 
magnet placed near and over the edge of the indi ating di k. . 

The cale extend from 0 to 2,600 revolution per minute in interval of 50 revolutions 
per minute. 
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Deuta.-Figure 4 how· a cartridge type of German make. The permanent magnet, 
running in ball bear'ina-s, is in the form of a plit ring. The inverted drum, in which current 
are induced, i mounted in jeweled bearing coaxially with the magnet. Calibration i effected 
by adjusting the position of a truncated c:dind I' and thu varyina- the trength of the mag
netic field. 

The instrument has no temperature compen ator. 
The cale extends from 0 to 1,600 revolution per minute o,er about 3000 and non-

luminous. 

FIG. 48.-Deuta magnetic tachometer. FIG. 49.-Atmo mercury viscosity tachometer. 

M ERCURY VIS COSITY TACHOMETERS. 

Atmo.- This tachometer, hown in figure 49, i a French in trument of the mercury vi -
cosity type. Mercury contained in a steel c:dinder i rotated and tends to drag with it a disk 
fixed to the pointer taff and mounted concentrically with the cylinder. The deflection of the 
pointer is controlled by two flat coiled pring, one of which comes into action later than the 
other, thus tending to make the scale more nearly linear than if only one pring were u ed. The 
tachometer dial read from 400 to 1,600 re,olution per minute, and i nonluminou ~ . The 
weight of the in trument i approximately 3 pound . 

FlO. 50.-Veeder liquid centrifugal tachometer . 

LIQUID CENTRIFUGAL TACHOMETERS. 

Feeder.-Thi tachometer, hown in figure 50, is an American in trument of the liquid 
centrifugal type adapted for airplane u e. A paddle wheel rotates in a liquid and forces it 
through a throttle val,e up a y tern of gla tubes. The height of the liquid indicates the 
speed. The cale extends from 750 to 1,500 re,olutions per minu te. The weight of the instru
ment i approximately I%: pounds. 
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POWER PLANT INSTRUMENTS. 

P ART II. 

TESTING OF AIRPLANE TACHOMETERS. 

By R. C. YLVANDER. 

SUMM ARY. 

This part de cribes in detail the apparatu and method of testing airplane tachometers 
at the united tate Bureau of tandards. Al 0, the average result of tests on many in tru
ment of the chronometric, centrifugal, magnetic, and air vi cosity type are given and are 
discussed. 

I TRODUCTIO . 

The principal te t made on airplane tachometer~ are for calibration error, lag, effect of 
reversing the direction of rotation of the dri,e shaft, and the effect of variou condition en
countered in airplane flight , such as change of temperature, ,ibration, continued running, 
tilting, and reduced air pre sme. The usual method of determining the error or effect is to 
compare the reading of the tachometer with that of a rna tel' in trument dri,en from the arne 
haft. In the following the apparatus and method for the variou test, a well a the pro

cedme in calibrating the ma tel' tachometer it elf, are de cribed. 

DESCR1PTIO OF T E TING APPARATUS. 

D RIVl G APPARATU . 

The dri,-ing apparatus, hown in figure 1, con i t of a one-fourth hoI' epower, direct-current 
shunt motor (M) and a 14-inch flywheel (0 ) mounted on a ba e plate. (M) and (0 ) run in 
separate bearing , but the Oldham connection CC) make perfect alignment between them 
unneces ary. 

Variation in speed is obtained by mean of the rhco tnt (R), which can be connected in 
eries with either the armatme or the field of the motor by mean of the witch CA) . By re

moving the resi tance from the armatme circuit and then, after rever ing the witch, in erting 
it in the field circuit, a gradual increa e in speed is obtained from zero to 3,000 revolution per 
minute. In lowering the sp ed the operation are reversed. 

By this method of varying the speed, power is wasted in heating and the rotation tend to 
be un teady at high and low speeds. The latter objection i practically overcome by the fly
wheel, which, at the arne time, allows the speed to be varied with sufficient rapidity from point 
to point. The method ha the advantage that the drive is direct without po ibility of slippage. 

Fine peed regulation is obtained by friction of the hand on the rim of the flywheel, using 
the rna tel' tachometer CT), figure I, as an indicator. pecial te t have hown that, with proper 
precautions, the speed may thus be held constant within a few revolution per minute for tests 
either on in trument or on the rna tel' it elf. 

MULTIPLE CO ECTION STA DS. 

Four forms of multiple drive for connecting in truments to the driving apparatu are 
used. The connections are designed from the standard instrument, flexible haft, and engine 
connections used on ~erican airplane during the war and shown in sketch No. 75 i ued 
October 11, 1917, by the United tates ignal Corp. 

26 
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The fir t of the e (V) (fig. 2) consist of a serie of fh"e right-angle joints connected in eries 
and fitted with nrtical extension of one-fourth inch extra-heavy pipe, approximately 6 inches 
and 1 foot long, to which the in truments are attached in taggered arrangement by means of 
standard couplings. The pipe exten ions serye both as ca ing for the flexible cables by which 
the in truments are driven from the right-angle joints and a rigid upports for the instruments 
them elves. This form of multiple connection gi,e good result with centrifugal tachometer, 
which are frequently unsteady with a rigid dri,e. 

The unit is attached either directly to the haft of the flywheel by means of an Oldham 
coupling, as in figure 2, or to one of the ockets of the double drive (X) (fig. 1), either by an Old
ham coupling or a flexible shaft, as the tand (Y), iigure l. 

(W) (fig. 2) i a form of multiple drive, yery imilar to (V) (fig. 2). The right-angle joint 
in thi ca e are the ame a tho e of (V) except that they are made with the tandard engine 

FIG. l,-T sting apparatus for airplaue tachometers. 

camshaft connection, 0 that in truments can be ch'i,en from them by meaH' of the regular 
flexible shaft. Thi al 0 works well with centrifugal, but requires a eparate support for 
the in trument . 

A two-way dl'l",e of this kind is (X), shown in figure 1, D,ttachecl to the driving apparatus. 
This is used to drive in truments indi\--idually, as (H), figure 1, or one or two of the ih"e-way 
stands, as (Y), figure l. 

(Y) is a rigid multiple chive. The right-angle joint are the ame a tho e of (V), but the 
instruments are connected rigidly to them-three directly, the other two by mean of rod con
tained in pipe exten:;;ions to which the in trument. are attache 1. The right-angle joints are 
provided, on the ent~" from which the in truments are dri,en, with uni,ersallips, gi nng lateral 
play, the same a in the regular flexible shaft. Ne,erthele s this form of driye is apt to cause 
un teadiness in the case of centrifugal tachometer, e pecially in the ca e of the in trument 
farthe t from the driving end. 
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MASTER TACHOMETER. 

The master tachometer (T), figure 1, is connected to the motor shaft by a rigid drive, 0 

that it runnino- peed is equal to that of the in trument. A comparison of the readings of 
the two, corrected for the error of the master it elf, thus gi'n the error of the instrument. 

The master tachometer u ed at present is a 36-inch Veeder Form H- 4, liquid centrifugal 
tachometer. Thi in trument contain colored kero ene and ha a paddle wheel in the ba e 
which, as it rotates , drives the liquid up in a ,ertical gla tube. The speed is determined by 
the position of the meniscu on a cale graduated in revolutions per minute. 

The instrument ha a very open cale, i direct reading, ensitive, and quick in operation. 
Investigations made thus far indicate that th ecular changes and the error due to lag, tem-

FIG. 2.-MultipJe connection stands. 

perature, leakage, .and inaccuracy in the etting of the zero, though not negligible, are of no 
serious consequence in the te ting of airplane tachometers, which are read ordinarily to fi,e 
revolution per minute only. 

OTHER APPARATUS. 

Another method of te ting tachometers i by means of a Tin ley kobo copic apparatus. 
A o-called ob ervation di k, on which are certain regular geometric de igns, i rotated at the 
~ame peed as the tachometer and is illuminated 50 time a econd by the instantaneou action 
of a Neon tube. The lighting of this tube is effected by mean of a tuning fork which, a it 
vibrates, makes and break the primary circuit of an induction coil in erie with a 2-,olt 
battery. The secondary of the induction coil then give a di charge through the Keon tube. 
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It i een that when the rate of illumination of the tube synchronizes with the ide of any 
figure on the rotating ob ervation di k that figme will appear to be tationary. If the figme 
appear to lowly rotate backward, the rotating machine is low of the tuning fork, and fa t 
when it appear to rotate forward , being exactly at the initial speed when the fig me i 
tationary. tandard speed are easily picked out by reference to a table. 

TESTING METHODS. 

DETERMINATIO OF CALIDRATIO :-< ERROR. 

The procedme in determining the calibration error differ omewhat, according to the 
pre ence or ab ence of lag and whether the tachometer is continuously recording, like the 
centrifugals, or eli continuous in its action , like the chronometric . 

By lag i meant the failme of a tachometer to re pond immediately to change in speed, 0 

that reading taken dming or after an increa e in the speed are too low ; tho e taken at the time 
of or ubsequent to a decn~a e in peed too-high. 

WHEN LAG IS ABSENT. 

If lag i known to be absent or necrligible, as in the Van icklen chronometric and most 
electric tachometers, the calibration error is determined as follows: One 0 b erver hold the 
reading of the ma tel' con tant at the peed at which the error is desired. Another ob erver 
simultancou ly take a number of readings of the tachometer. The average of these readings 
minu the li.-...:ed reading of the master, the latter corrected for it own error, give the error of 
the in trument in revolution per minute. If the tachometer i a chronometric, it i well to 
have the reading cover everal counting period , the latter being u ually one or two second in 
length. In thi way the effect of the fluctuation , which occm under certain conditions even 
at constant peed in this type of instrument, may be partially eliminated. 

WEE LAG IS PRESENT. 

If the in trument ha lag, failme to take account of the same may lead to erious inaccmacy. 
Thi i beeau e the lag la t ometime everal minutes after a variation in pecd, even when the 
in trument i tapped or vibrated, so that the observed error i not the true calibration error but 
the rc ultant of it and the lag. 

In this ca e the error wi th increa ing and decrea ing peed are 0 b crved and their algebraic 
mean taken a the true calibration error. Thus the effect of the lag, no t only of the tachometer 
but of the master instrument as well, is eliminated. The procedure varie omewhat, according 
to the type of in trument. 

If the tachometer i of the discontinuou ly r ecording chronometric type, like the TEL, in 
which ca e the lag i cau ed by 10 t motion alone, the speed is brought lowly up to, but not 
beyond, the point at which the error is to be determined and the error noted. The peed i then 
lowered 50 to 100 revolution per minute, brought up again, and another reading taken. A few 
reading are made in thi way and an equal number in the same manner, except that the poin t 
in que tion i approached from a higher in tead of a lower peed. The algebr aic average of these 
error i the calibration rror of the instrument . The procedm e is similar to that employed in 
the case of crews and other apparatus subj ect to 10 t motion. 

On the other hand, if the tachometer i of the continuou ly indicating type, such as the 
centrifugal, air vi cosity tachometer, and macrnetic ,the peed is rai ed continuou ly from 
the lowe t to the highe t point of the scale and then lowered again continuously at the rate of 
about 50 revolutions per minute in 10 seconds. The throttle of the Veeder i kept open in this 
te t by about five tmn of the tlU'ottling crew, to Ininimize the lag in the ma ter itself. One 
observer varie the speed and watche the ma tel', signaling quicldy, as the meniscus passes the 
respective points on the cale, to another observer, who record the error of the tachometer. 

U uallya check run i made. In any ca e an equal number of readings with increasing and 
decrea ing peed are taken at each point. The errors with increa ing speed, or IC up errors," 
are recorded in a column oppo ite the corresponding speed and the error with decreasing speed, 
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or t'down error-," in a parallel column. With a view to the later calculation of the lag, the 
up errors at each point are averaged by themselve , and like\'v-i e the down errors. The algebraic 
mean of the t\\~O awrage ' gi,e the calibration error at the point. The ,alue are tabulated in 
a third column parallel with the eolumn of up and down eITor . 

LAG. , 
The lao- is mea ured numerically by the algebraic excess of the down over the up error 

or reading. It depend frequently on the rate of ,ariation of the peed and on other conditions, 
such a ,ibration, an 1, in liquid tachom tel' , on the degree of throttling. 

In all mea urement of lag care hould be taken that the lag of the master tachometer 
t elf is negligible: othen\i e the ob r,ed value will be too low. The u e a a ma tel' of a 

tachometer of the ame typ a the one under te t or of a type, such a the centrifugal, com
monly kno'wn to he ubject to lag, is e pecially open to que tion. The lag of the Veeder in tru
ment, with the preeaution as to throttling and rate of variation of speed noted above, i five 
revolution per minute or Ie . 

The lag is calculated hr taking the algebraic difference of the average of the up and down 
readino-s alread)~ foun 1. The ,alue are recorded in a fourth column parallel with the three 
error column. It i- cu tomary to omit the ign. 

EFFECT OF REVERSAL. 

For u e in ll1ultiple-engined plane where ome motor run clockwi e and other counter
clocb'lri e it is nece ary that the tachometer hould read the same for either direction of rota
tion of it driw haft. A ompari on of the calibration for both direction of drive give 
thi effect. 

EFFECT OF VIBRATIO . 

_urplane in-trun1ent are always subject to more or les ,ibration from the engine. This, 
on the one hand , fa ilitates the movement of the parts and thu reduce the lag. On the other 
hand, it tend to cau e un teadine of the pointer, 100 ene , and wear. The latter effect 
will he treated in another paragraph. 

To te t the effect of ,ibration on th lag, tachometer arc mounted on a special table, a 
hown in fio-ure 3. The vibration i produced by means of an unbalanced weight (W ), fa tened 

to the haft of a mall motor (M), screwed to the under side of the table. The lamp (H) 
reo-ulate the sp ed of the motor and hence the frequency of the vibration. The leg of the table 
are pro,ided \\~ith rubber tip and fit into hole in the ba eboard to keep them in place. In 
this te the instrument are u ually driven by flexible haft , a in figure 3. 

EFFECT OF TIPPING AND ACCELERATION. 

ome type ' of tachometer, for example, the centrifuo-al, how an error when inclined to 
the ,ertical and al 0 when ubjected to linear ftcceleration, a in banking. climbing, and acrobatic 
flying. For thi rea on te tare ordinaril)' made with the in trument in the normal vertical 
po ition. 

Tipping and acceleration produce the ame effect: namely, a change in the effectiye force 
of grayity. For example, tipping an in trument up ide do,vll is the same a giving it a down
ward acceleration equal to twice that of free fall. Therefore the acceleration te t i omitted 
and the tippino- error taken a a measure of the acceleration effect. 

The tipping error is determined by simply tilting the instrument on a ring stand or pivoted 
board and comparino- the error in the inclined po ition ,,-ith that in the ,crtical po ition. 

EFFECT OF TEMPERATUHE. 

The change in temperature which occur in airplane flights affect the reading of some 
type of tachometer-. Determinations of the error from this cause are made by mean of 
the thermally insulated chamber hown in figure 4. The wall of thi chamber, including the 
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door which forms the front side, are composed of 4 inche of cork board faced with wood. 
Lateral windows, con isting of two heets of plate glass eparated by an air space and covereel 
by doors having 1 inch of cork board, give vi ual acce to the chamber. The tachometers 
are mounted in front of the ·window either on the multiple connection stands previou 1.'
de cribed or on detachable instrument board fa tened to the wall of the chamber. The rigid 
or flexible connections w·ith the driving apparatus pa through a hole in the wall or door of the 
chamber. In the case of the instrument board the tachometer are held in place simply h.'
pins and wooden buttons to facilitate attachment and removal. 

Tests are made in the neighborhood of + 40° C. and - 10° C., a range of 50° C., or about 
the maximum encountered in airplane flight. The higher temperature i produced by the 

FIG. 3.- A pparatus used in vibration tests . 

electric heater hown in figure 4, the 10\\'('1' temperature by brine circulating in the radiator, 
A fan insure rea onable uniformity of temperature tlU'oughout the chamber. 

The procedure in determining the error is exactly the same a at room temperature. A 
compari on of the errors with those at room temperature gives the temperature efl'ect. I.t i 
eli tomary to state, for each speed, the maximum effect observed; that i , the greate t difference 
(algebraic) between the "hot," "cold, " and room temp erature elTOr . It i well to note also 
the effect on the lag, which ma.'- be con iclerahle, lue po ibl.'- to differential expansion or thick
eninO" of luhricant. 

E D RANCE A 'D VIBRATION 

The endurance te t and the te t for the effect of long-continued vihration are performed 
imultaneously, partly to a,e time, partly to reproduce actual conditions a clo ely as possible. 

The apparatus used, ho,,-n in figure 5, i contained in a double ,\-ooden box to deaden the noi c. 
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The out ide of the inner box and the inside of the outer one, as well a the corre ponding doors, 
are completely covered with 1 inch of hair fel , and, in addition, there is an air pace of about 
1 inch between the boxe on all side. The outer box is approximately 2 by 272 by 772 feet. 

The instruments are mounted on multiple connection stands, usually of type (Y), clamped 
to a table similar to that hown in figure 3 and al 0 having attached to its under side a mall 
eccentrically loaded motor which keeps it and the in truments in con tant vibration. Motive 
power i furnished by one-eighth to one-fourth horsepower motors placed at the end of the 

FIG. 4.-Temperature chamber. 

ta1:>le. Connection between the motors anel the multiple drives is made through a friction pulley, 
which allows slippage anel thus prevents erious injury to the multiple drive or in truments in 
ca e of stoppage; and, al 0, hrough a univer al joint which gives the flexibility required from 
the fact that the multiple dri,e i vibrating, whereas the motor is :/i"\:ed. An automatic cutout 
disconnects the motor, in case of stoppage or seriou reduction in speed, to pre\-ent burning out 
of the same, and also tops a clock so as to record the time. 

Two different arrangements appear in figure 5. One connected with the left-hand motor, 
consi ts of a mall horizontal centrifugal aovernor which collapses a the peed diminishes, 
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opening a contact gap in the motor circuit and pushing a plunger up against the balance wheel 
of the clock. 

The other, connected by a flexible shaft with one of the multiple drives, is seen in the upper 
left-hand corner of the chamber. A small fan, driven through the flexible shaft, blo,,-s ail' 
against a light aluminum wind cup pivoted in horizontal bearing. Above a certain peed the 
wind cup is held over away from the fan maintaining the connection with the motor (right hand). 
Below the speed the wind cup, being suitably unbalanced, drops back toward the fan, breaking 
the motor connection, but making connection between a battery and the electromagnet seen 
directly back of the right-hand clock. The magnet, being excited, releases a plunger which 
springs up against the balance wheel of the clock, at the same time again breaking the connection 
with the battery in order not to exhaust the httter. 

Neither of the cut-outs described will function in the case of toppage of individual in tru
ments, unless accompanied by stoppage or considerable slowing clo"wn of the entire apparatus. 

FIG. 5.- Endurance- l'ibration apparatus. 

When this occur, however, they scrye the double purpose of protecting the motor and of 
recording the time, so that the duration of the run may be known. 

The norma11cngth of run is 150 hours. After the run the instruments, which ha,e suffered 
no breakdown or serious mechanical defect, are recalibrated and the change in calibration at 
each point as a result of the run tabulated. \ll instruments are then dismantled and examined 
for wear, 100 eness, slippage, lubrication difficulties, or other mechanical troubles. 

EFFECT OF REDUCED AIR PRESSURE. 

Some tachometers, requiring air for their action, are tested for the effect of the diminution 
in air pressure above the surface of the earth. 

The tachometer is driven in ide a partially evacuated chamber through a mercury seal. 
The use of a packed bearing and the temperature changes, when the driving motor itself i 
placed within the chamber, are thus avoided. Figure 6 hows the apparatu . 

42397-25t--3 
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(A ), (B), (C), and (D), (fig.6), are, re pectively, the drive motor, master tachometer, mercury 
seal, and vacuum chamber. The chamber consist of a gla s bell jar (E) inverted on a teel 
plate (F). The plate and jar are held together partly by the weight of the latter and partly 
aJter evacuation, by the pressure of the outer air. Th joint between them is hermetically 
sealed by the rubber ga ket (K), which i cemented to the edge of the jar with hellac, the 
surface of the plate beneath being smeared with va eline. The tachometer (T) i supported 
on a tand (J) fa tened to (F). 

The mercury seal (C) i of peculiar con truction. It consists of a heavy wall ed gla s 
manometer tube about 30 inches high. The tube i connected at one end with the air chamber 
through the packed coupting (G). The other end is open to the ail'. A tandard flexible 
cable and casing the latter perforated at everal points, are placed in the manometer tube. 
Connflction is made at (H) with the motor haft. at (L) with the tachometer. The tube i 

o 

c 

Motor drive with 
Moster Tachome t e r 

Mercury filled 
manometer 
with standard 
fleXIble 5haff 
and casing. 

FIG. 6.-A pparatus [or testing tachometers under reduced pressure. 

partly filled with mercury. Air i ex
hausted from (D) through the pump 
connection (0). A thi i done mer
curyari es in one arm of (C) and falls in 
the other, a in an ordinary manometer, 
until the difference in pre ure in the 
chamber and the outer air i counter
balnnced. Mercury at the same time 
runs in around the cable throuah the 
perforations in the ca ing, forming an 
air-tight seal about the ahle without 
ensibly impeding it rotation . A ther

mometer (M) and an aneroid barometer 
( ) show, re pectively, the tempera
ture and pressur in the chamber. 

A comparison i made of the cali
bration error at low pre ure with that 
at normal atmo pheric pressure. Thi 
may be determined at different peeds 
for the same pres ure or for different 
pre ures at the same peed. Or the 
pres ure effect may be observed directly 
by holding the speed con tant and either 
exhau ting or readmitting the air to 
the chamber and noticing the change 
in reading. 

The apparatu has been u ed at speeds up to 2,500 revolutions per minute and at pre ure 
as Iowa one-half atmosphere, corre ponding to an altitude of 20,000 feet. 

CALIDRATION OF MASTER TACHOMETER. 

Calibration and investigation of the ma tel' tachometer it elf are done by an absolute method, 
by which the revolution and the time are mea ured directly. Two different appliance are in 
use, both of the kind in which a revolution counter is operated automatically by mean of 
electric time signal . 

The first i a light modification of an apparatu employed by the Veeder Manufacturing 
Co., and described by Ama a Trowbridge on paae 1221- 1223 of the Tran action of an \.merican 
ociety of Mechanical Engineer for 190 
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It con it , in brief, of a relay, electromagnets, battery, and switches. The time signal 
current is passed through the relay, which, in turn, operates the electromagnets, and these 
throw the counter into and out of connection with the haft whose speed is to be determined. 

A po ible advantage over orne apparatus of thi kind con ists in the fact that the counter 
is engaged and di engaged by identical operations. Any error, due to a difference in the lag 
of the counter behind the time ignal on connecting and that on disconnecting, is thus avoided. 
The electromagnets are arranged so a to give directly, without the use of links or pivoted 
joints, the neces ary rectili~ear motion for engaging and disengaging the counter. 

Figures 7 and how the apparatu. The wiring diagram (fig. ) shows that the push 
button (PI ) and (Pz) are in eries with the contact gap (A) of the relay, the battery (B) and 

deed Irom 
Repro u' l ble copY· 
best ava>~\~a.::-_-

FIG. 7.-Time signal apparatus for calibrating master tachometer. 

the electromagnets (M1) and (M2), respectively, through the connection sockets (SI) and ( 2)' 

Therefore, if either of the p.u.sh buttons is held down, the corresponding electromagnet is actuated 
by the time signal. Now the magnets and counter (0) are coaxial and, by their attraction of 
the steel armature (DJ and (D2), move the vane (L) which slides endwise in a slit in the end of 
the counter spindle and with which the spindle rotates. The movement of (L) is accomplished 
through the rod (E), which lides in holes in the cores of the magnets and to which (D, ) and 
(D

2
) are fi..."\:ecl, the lip connection (G) and the rod (K), which is free to slide in a hole in the 

counter spindle and to which (L) is fastened. The end plates (R1 ) and (R2 ) are of bra . The 
plates (WJ and (W 2 ) , however, are of steel, and form, with the cores of the magnets, the return 
bars (HI ) and (Hz ) and the base plate (T), also of steel, the partial magnetic circuits which are 
completed by (D! ) and (Dz). (Y) is a guiding pin to prevent rotation of (E), (D! ), and (Dz)· 
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According as (MI ) or (M2 ) is excited, (L) is thrown into me h with the rotating clutch 
(r ) on the end of the shaft (F) who e speed is to be determined or with the tationary clutch (0). 
It is held in either position by residual magnetism. Furthermore, the width of (L) is made 
slightly less than, but as nearly a possible equal to, the distance between C- ) and (0), so that 
(L) goes into mesh with the one a oon as po sible aiter going out of me h with the other, but 
can not be in mesh with both clutches simultaneously. 

The above form of revolution counter has the advantage that it may be connected and 
disconnected without moving the counter as a whole. 

uppose that, to tart with, both push buttons (PI) and (Pz) are up and that (D z) is again t 
(Mz)· (L) i then out of connection with (F) and the counter is at rest. The reading of the 
counter is taken to a fraction of a revolution corresponding to the number of egment or pocket 
into which the clutches ( ) and (0) are divided. Then just before a given ignal the button (PI) 
is pushed and held until after the pas age of the signal. From the foregoing it follow that at 
the in tant at which the signal is received, (Ml ) is actuated, (D l ) is attracted up to (Ml ), (L) is 

Swdch board 

Shaft 

stand 

tJottery 
1\ ill-----17 

thrown into me h with ( ), and the counter be
gins to record the revolution of (F). (P) i 
now released. ext, just previou to another 
stated time ignal, preferably an e,en numb r 
of minutes after the fir t, (Pz) i pre ed and 
held until after the ignal occur. Obviou ly 
the effect will now be, at the in tant at which 
the signal arrives, to excit (M z) attract (D z) 

up to (M2), th.row (L) out of mesh with ( ), 
and stop the counter. Thi stoppage is imme
diate, "coasting" of the counter being pre
vented by the mesh of (L) with (0). The 
counter is then read again. . The difference be
tween the initial and final readings gives the 
revolution during the inter,al between th 
time ignals, and hence the peed of (F). 

The time signal at the Bureau of Stand
ards occur every second, the minutes being 

~§§:~R~~:f--o" recognized. by the omi ion of the fifty-ninth 
signal in each minute. The operation of the 
apparatus and the regulation of the speed are 
ea ily performed by a single ob erver. Further 

FIG. 8.-Timcsignal apparatus. simplification, however, i obtained when the 
closure of the circuit, as by (PI) and (P2), are made automatically at intervals of one or more 
minutes by a clock-driven commutator. Also it is proposed to con truct an apparatus with 
two counters arranged to operate alternately. The two-second pau e may then be utilized 
without the necessity of waiting over every other minute. 

The magnet (M
l

) and (Mz) being practically alike, as stated above, the operations of con
necting and di connecting the counter ar sensibly identical and the effect of inductive lag is 
eliminated. Also if (L) meshe to equal depth with the clutches ( ) and (0), the errors due 
to the time required for (L) to free itself from the clutches at the beginning and end counter
balance each other. An error caused by the revolutions 10 t while (L) i trawl' ing the clear
ance distance between it and the clutches i , however, present. This error i determined by the 
amount of clearance and the velocity of (L), the latter depending in turn on the pull of the 
magnets, the mass of the moving system, and the frictional resistance. Though as yet no 
separate study of this source of error has been made, the close agreement, within a few revolu
tions, of the results with those obtained by other methods and elsewhere indicate that the 
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apparatus is ufficiently accurate for the purpo e for which it is intended. The eparate read
ing themselve agree, under the best condition, to within one-fourth to one-half a revolution. 

A second, more complicated, and theoretically Ie s accurate apparatus appear in figure 9. 
In this apparatus the counter is thrown in and held in by magnetic attraction, but is disen
gaged by a pring. The operations are timed automatically by electric signal from a clock, 
the observer having only to pre s a button twice and throw a switch once. 

The counter i mounted on a sliding rod fi..'Ced to the armature of an electromagnet, seen 
at the right of the figure, and i fitted with a tar wheel which engages a pin in the end of the 
shaft who e peed i to be d termined. A helical compression spring encircling the sliding 
rod holds the counter normally out of connection with the shaft. 

The arrangement is such that current begins to flow through the electromagnet at the 
in tant of a O'i,-en time siO'nal, and continue to flow, thus putting the counter into and holding 
it in connection with the shaft. Another signal, exactly a minute later, break the circuit of 

IV 

FIG . 9.-Time signal apparatus used in calibrating master tachometer. 

the electromagnet and the counter is di connected. The nece ary electrical connections for 
the e operations are made by means of the switchboard seen in the center of figure 9. 

Ordinaril~' only the relay (A) i actuated by the time signal. If the push button (D) is 
pre sed, however, the relay (B) i al 0 operated by the signal. (B) is provided with an insu
lated tud on the inner side of it armature, connected a hown, and when actuated put it elf 
and the counter magnet in connection with the UO-volt mains through the lamp (L), (M), 
and (N) in pamllel. At the in tant of the first ignal occurring after (D) is pre sed, therefore, 
the counter magnet i excited and the counter begins to record revolutions. Moreover, since 
the exciting of (B) it elI maintain the connections, the current continues through the counter 
magnet. The counter is thus held in connection with the shaft and continues to count 
revolution. 

The s\vitch ( C) i now moved to the left. The contact with the central stud, which is 
made before that with the right-hand studs is broken, disconnects (B) from the mains but 
maintains the connection with the counter magnet through the lamps (L) and (M), so that 
counting till proceeds. The contact with the left-hand buttons merely rearrange the con
nection 0 that actuation of (B) will now di connect the counter magnet from the mains 
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instead of connecting it as before. Accor lingly, (D) being pre ed, at the time of the next 
following .signal, the counter magnet is disconnected. The counter is thus di connected and 
ceases to record revolutions. The time and the revolutions both being known, the peed is 
readily calculated. 

This apparatus has the relative disadvantage of complexity, comparative uncertainty 
in action, and, theoretically, of error due to the fact that the counter is connected and di -
connected by different means-by magnetic attraction and by spring force , re pectively It 
is, therefore, not con idered, on the whole, as desirable as the fir t apparatus de cribed. 

RESULTS OF TESTS ON AMERICA AIRPLA E T ACH OMETERS. 

Detailed results of various tests on ever-al types of American airplane tachometers are 
given below. A brief summary of these results has already been given in an earlier ection 
of this report. 

AIRPLANE TACHOMETER 
PERFORMANCE - TYPE TESTS 

AVERAGE RESULTS - CHRONOMETRICS 

I ORI GI NAl CALI BRATION ERRORS I 

600 1200 1800 2400 
SPEED IN R. P. M. 

-f----
CHANGE IN CAlIBRHlON AFTER 150 HRS. RUNNING I 

5 
/' 

0 600 1200 1800 240'0 
SPEEO IN R. P. M. 

I EfFECT OF 50' C. TEMPER ATURE CHANGE I 

0 --5 

0 
'ci;;;- - -600 1200 1800 2400 

SPEEO IN R. P. M. 

FIG . 10. 

The following type were tested thoroughly: Chronometric, centrifugal, and magnetic. 
Other types, such as air viscosity and electric, were tested less completely but ufficiently to 
prove that they were not at present well adapted to airplane u e. For thi reason the second 
group of instrument were not given cer tain tests which they could probably pass ucces fully. 

The performance of ach of the chronometric, centrifugal, and magnetic type is fir t 
discussed separately and then compared with that of the other types. 

CHRONOMETRIC TACHOMETERS. 

Chronometric tachometers were tudied for calibration error, lag, effect of temperature 
change, tilting, and running on the calibration. Two makes, based upon the same principle 
but differing greatly in detail, ·were tested. In the following discu sion the e two makes are 
identified by the letters" A " and (( B ." A weighted mean of the results for the two make 
tabulated as the performance of the type, and is plotted in figure 10. 
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Calibration .- The calibration errors of a new in trument of this type are u ually small. 
The average error of 204 instruments, of which 79 were of make " A" and 125 of make" B," 
arc tabulated below in Table I, together with the a,erage error of in truments of each make. 

Speed in revolu· 
tions per minute. 

600 _. _____________ 
800 _______________ 
1,000 ____ _______ __ 
1,200 ____ ______ ___ 
1,400 ___ __________ 
1,600 ______ _______ 
1,800 ____ ______ __ _ 
2,000 _____ ___ ____ _ 
2,200 ____ __ _______ 
2,400 __ __ _________ 

TABLE I 

A verage errors in revolutions per 
minute. 

n1ake "A." :l\Iake "B." T ype. 

9 5 7 
9 Ii 7 

4 6 
7 5 6 
6 Ii 6 
6 5 6 
6 7 7 
6 6 6 
7 7 7 
9 i 

The average error for all peed wa about 7 re,olution per minute for make" A " and 
6 revolution per minute for make " B." 

The percentaO"e of instruments having error between the following limits- namely, greater 
than 20, 20 to 10, and 10 to 5, respectively- wa 11, 69, and 20 for make " A " and 5, 46, and 
49 for make " B. " 

Effect of runni ng on caZibration.- Table II . how the effect of 150 hom running and 
vibration on the calibration for 35 instrument of make" A" and for 51 of make" B " and al a 
for the type. 

Speed in revolu

TABLE II. 

A verage effect in revolutions per 
minute. 

tions per minnte. 1----,---.----1 

600 _____________ _ _ 
800 ________ ______ _ 
1,000 __ __ ________ _ 
1,200 ___ __ ____ ___ _ 
1,400 __ __ . _. _____ _ 
1,600 __ ____ . _____ _ 
1, 00 ___ __ _______ _ 
2,000 ____________ _ 
2,200 ___ _________ _ 
2,400 __ __________ _ 

~1 ake H A/' 11ake HB." Type. 

7 
6 
6 
7 
Ii 
6 
6 
5 

5 
6 
6 
5 
5 
Ii 
6 
5 
Ii 
6 

6 
6 
6 
6 
Ii 
5 
6 
Ii 
7 
7 

It i seen that the average effect in each make i practically that of the type, or 6 re,olu
tion per minute. 

Of 35 in truments of make" A " 14 per cen showed maximum changes of 20 re,olution 
per minute or over, 57 per cent change between 10 and 20 revolution per minute, and 29 
per cent showed change Ie than 10 re,olution per minute. 

Of 51 instrument of make" B," per cent howed changes over 20 re,olutions per minute, 
45 per cent between 10 and 20 revolution per minute, and 47 per cent Ie than 10 revolutions 
per minute. 

Temperature.- The average effect of 50° C. change in temperatme i tabulated below in 
Table III for 36 instruments of make" A " and 34 of make" B" and for the type. 

-.-.----- -.~----~-~-------~---~--------" 
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TABLE III. 

Speed in revolu
tions per minute. 

Average etTect in revolutions per 
minute. 

600 _______________ Make" ">fr9ke 

": ... 

800_______________ 0 
1,000_ ______ ______ 9 I 
1,200 _____ __ ______ 9 1 
1,400_______ ______ 10 2 
1,600_____________ 11 I 
1,800_ _________ ___ 11 I 
2,000___ __________ 13 2 
2,200_____________ 13 2 
2,400_______ __ ____ 15 3 

Type. 

4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 

It is eon that the effect is greater for instrwnents of make" A" than for those of make 
"B." The average effect for the type is small, the maximum being 9 revolutions per minute. 
It willl be noticed that tho temperature effect incroa 0 slightly ",rith the speed. 

Of a group of 36 instruments of make" A" tested for the effect of temporature change 
14 per cent had effects equal to or greater than 25 revolutions per minute, 70 per cent between 
15 and 25 re,olutions per minute, and 16 por cent Ie than 15 revolutions per minute. Of 34 
instrument of make" B }) only one instrument showed an effect at any point of 25 revolutions 
per minute, the remaining 97 per cent having the maximum effect Ie S than this amount. 

Tilting.-In trument of the chronometric type read the same for all po ition of the axis 
with 1'e pect to the vertical. 

Lag.-The cluonomet1'ic tachometer has no lag due to friction and inertia such as is found 
in the centrifugal. A time lag is, howevor, characteristic, owing to tho faet that the pointer is 
locked in position during oach cOlUlting period. Consequently, any chango in speed during this 
period, u ually one econd, will not bo shown until its end, and may be considerable. But, 
if the peed is increased to a given value and held con tant for a few econds, the reading will 
be practically the samo as if the speed had been decreased to the samo value and held there. 

A pointer-steadying device u ed in instruments of the type denoted make" A,II causes a 
difference between up and down reading of 20 revolutions per minute or more, due to 10 t 
motion. This lost motion i purposely insorted, a steady pointer evidently being deemed by 
the manufacturers as more de irable than freedom from lag. 

If chronometric tachometers do not have this special pointor- teadying device sudden 
slight junlpS of the pointer are u ually presont. TIll is due to the fact that ·the teeth of the 
fine-toothed pinion do not always mesh correctly with those of the rack or counter gear, and 
slippage or liding of ono tooth upon its mate until proper mosh i made must occur before 
the mechani m function properly. The maximum jump which could occur from this cause 
is in the neighborhood of 15 revolutions per minute. The jump ob erved in practice is usually 
less than 5 revolutions per minute. 

Dvrability.-An idea of the durability of the chronometric tachometer is given by the 
following data: Of 50 instruments of make" A" tested for endurance, 14, or about 28 per cent, 
failed before the test was completed. Of 69 instruments of make" B," 14 or 20 per cent failed. 
The length of the test was 150 hours. 

It is only fair to say, however, that of the failures of make" B II the larger number occurred 
in instruments of the earlier production. The later instruments were improved so that of the 
latter third of the instruments submitted to the tests the failures were fow. 

Conclvsion8--It is seen that the performance of the chronometric type is very good as 
regards accuracy under different conditions of temperature, altitude, etc. Owing to the fact, 
however, that the readings are intermittent, it i not so sati factory as an indicator for peeds 
which are changing. For in tead of indicating the change in speed gradually a it occurs, it 
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shows all at once at the end of a gi\en time inter val the total change in peed which occurred 
during that interval. Thi lack of ensiti\ity is a serious defect for certain kinds of work and 
certainly i not a desirable feature for u e in airplane . 

CENT RIF UGAL TACHOMETERS. 

Centrifugal tachometer were studied for calibration error , effect of running, tilting, lag, 
effect of temperature change and durability. Two makes, " 0," and" D," both of the so-called 
governor type, 'were te ted. The re ult of the e test are given below for instruments of each 
make, and a weighted mean of the ere ults is tabulated as the a\crage error for the type, and is 
plotted in figure 11. 
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Calibration.- The average calibration errors of new in trumen ts of the centrifugal type are 
omewhat higher than those of the chronometric type. The average errors of 73 in truments, 

of which 9 were of make" 0" and 6-:1: of make" D," are tabulated below, together with the 
a\erage errors of each make. 

T ABLE I V. 

I 
A verage error in revolutions per 

minute. 
Speed in re\-olu
tions per minute. 

)Iake "C." Make "D'''i Type. 
1-----

600 _____ . __ .... __ _ 
800 ______________ . 
1,000 _______ ____ __ 
1,200. ____ . ______ . 
1,400. _____ . ____ __ 
1,600. __________ __ 
1, 00 _________ . __ . 
2,000 ____ ________ . 
2,200 ..... ....... _1 2,400. ___________ . 

24 
20 
20 
23 
25 
28 
27 
27 
30 
31 

23 
25 
3l 
31 
30 
29 
28 
28 
28 
29 

23 
23 
26 
26 
28 
29 
27 
28 
29 
30 

The average error for aU speeds wa 26 revolutions per minute for make" 0," 2 revolutions 
per minute for make" D," and 27 revolu tions per minute for the type. Of make" 0," 89 
per cent had en'ors at orne point of 20 re\olu tion per minute or more and of make" D," 71 
per cent, 
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Effect of running on the caZibration.- The average effect of 150 hours running and vibration 
on the calibration is shown below for 33 instrument of which 5 were of make" C" and 2 of 
make " D." 

Speed in revolu

TABLE V. 

A verage effect in revolutions per 
minute. 

tions per minute. 1-----,--------1 
Make "C." M ake "D:' Type. 

600 ____ ________ ___ 
26 96 6 

(XL ____________ • 24 90 I 1,000 _____________ 20 104 92-1,200 _____________ 22 92 82 
1,400 _____________ 20 82 i3 I,GOO _________ __ __ 20 75 67 1,800 _______ ___ ___ 16 61 2,000 ________ ___ __ 12 66 2,200 _______ ____ __ 17 69 62 2,400 ________ ___ __ 27 70 64 

The average change in calibration caused by running is 20 revolutions per minute for make 
" c" and 1 revolutions per minute for make" D." The average effect for the type i 73 revo
lutions per minute. 

Of make" 0," the greatest effect ob erved at any point was 58 revolutions per minute; 
o per cent of the instruments te ted showed an effect at one or more points of over 20 revolu

tions per minute. 
Of make {( D," 65 per cent had errors at ome point of 50 revolutions per minute or more, 

15 per cent between 50 and 20 revolutions per minute, and 20 per cent less than 20 revolutions 
per minute_ 

TiZting.-Table VI show the effect of the position of the in trument with re pect to the 
vertical. The error for each point was determined with the instrument (1) upside down and 
(2) on its ide. In all cases the reading in these positions wa higher than in the vertical position. 

Speed in revolutions 
per minute. 

TABLE VI. 

A verage change in reading due to tilting in revolutions per 
minute. 

Make 
"C." 

Upside clown. 

Make 
"D." Type. Make 

"C ." 

On side. 

M ake 
"D." Type. 

1-------1---'---------------
600 _________________ 

30 63 52 15 53 40 
00-------- - - - ------ 35 57 50 25 50 42 

1,000 ______ • _________ 38 55 49 23 50 41 
1,200 _________ ______ _ 28 51 43 25 41 36 1,400 _______ _____ ____ 25 53 44 25 40 35 I,GOO ___ __ __ _____ ____ 22 56 44 14 39 31 
1,800 ____________ ____ 15 56 42 13 44 33 2,000 ______________ __ 13 47 36 6 3 27 
2,200 _____________ __ _ 13 54 40 6 38 27 2,400 ______________ __ 15 53 40 10 31 24 

The average errors for make " C" are 23 and 16 revolutions per minute for the upside down 
and on side po itions, re pectively. For make {( D" the corre ponding average errors are 55 
and 42 revolution per minute. 

Lag.- The differences between reading taken with decreasing peed and with increasing 
speed are tabulated below. Four table are given howing the lag (1) before the ~ndurance
vibration run without vibration, (2) the same with the in trument being vibrated while cali
brated, (3) after the endurance-vibration run without vibration, and (4) after the endurance
vibration run with vibration. The e values are hown graphically in the upper right-hand 
plot of figure 11. The effects of vibrating the in trument during the calibrations before and 
after the endurance run are evident from the data and plots; also the effect of the run itself. 
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TABLE VII . 

A verage lag in revolutions per minute. 

B efore endurance·vibration run. After endurance·vibration run. 

Speed in re,'olutions per minute. 1--------,---------1--------,---------1 
(I) Without vibration. (2) Witb vibration. (3) Without vibration. (4) With vibration. 

l\·[ake M ake T ' Make Make I l\1ake illake Make l\1akp 
1 __________ I_"_c_."_~~~~ Type. ~~ Type. ~~ Type. 

600_. __ ._........................ 2 36 29 4 13 10 27 129 93 10 29 24 
SOO.. .. ................. ..... .... 9 46 6 20 14 35 I 114 IS 4-l 38 
1,000......................... .... ]] 4 40 7 20 15 40 I 2 II 16 61 50 
1,200...................... .. .... 15 50 43 S 23 17 41 17 129 25 1 67 
1,400 .... _ ... _............. ...... 14 49 42 10 29 22 42 195 140 22 100 81 
1,600............................. 19 48 42 12 36 27 41 201 144 27 128 103 
1,800............................. 20 49 43 14 42 31 45 204 H7 31 139 ]]2 
2,000.................. . .......... 22 49 43 16 43 32 50 211 153 27 146 116 
2,200... ............... .. .... ... .. 25 52 46 13 46 33 54 187 140 30 142 114 
2,400... ..................... ... .. 23 42 38 15 36 28 39 93 74 29 69 59 

Number of instruments tested .•. --9- --3-4---43- ---9---1-3- ---n1--5-1--s---13-~'---6-1--8-

For make " 0 " the a,-erage lag before the endurance-vibration run i 16 re,olution per 
minute without vibration, and 11 re, olu tion per minu te when vibrated . The corre ponding 
values after the endurance run are 41 revolutions per minute anel 23 re,olutions per minute 
re pectively. The lag was increa ed by from 100 to 150 per cent a a result of the 150 hour 
run. 

For make " D " the a,erage lag before the endurance-yibration run i 47 re,olutions per 
minute without vibration and 29 r evolution per minute when TIbrated. The corre ponding 
values after the endurance run are 172 revolution per minute and 94 re,olutions per minute. 
For this make the effect of running wa to increase the lag by from 200 to 250 per cent. 

The average for the type are (1) 40 re,olutions per minute before the run and without 
vibration , (2) 23 re,olutions per minu te wi th vibration, (3) 125 revolution per minute after 
the run without ,ibration, and (4) 76 revolu tions per minute with TIbration. The average effect 
of vibration during the calibration i to reduce the lag by abou t 40 per cent ; the average effect 
of the endurance run is to increase the lag by over 200 per cen t . 

Temperature.- The average effect of 50° O. change in temperature is tabulated below for 
3 ins trumen ts of make " 0" and 11 of make" D " and for the type. 

TABLE VIII. 

I 
Average effect.in revolutions per 

Speed in revo1u. mlDute. 
lions per minute. - - -.,-----1 

M ake "c."1 M ake "D." Type. 

600 ..........•.... 1 9 5 
00 . ............•• 5 10 S 

1,000 .. ........... 6 7 
1,200 ............. 5 10 8 
1,400 ............. 16 12 
1,600 ............. 7 19 13 
I, 00 . . ........... 11 18 15 
2,000 ........•... . 9 19 14 
2,200 ......... .... 10 24 17 
2,400 ......... ... . 11 26 19 

The a,erage effect for make" 0 " is 7 re,olution per minute, for make " D " 16 revolutions 
peI: minute, and for the type 12 re,olutions per minute. 

DurabiZity.-The centrifugal tachometer is not likely to break down until badly worn. 
A few instances of the pointer being 100 ened on its staff were, howe,er, noticed and in one or 
two instruments defective teel balls in the end bearings caused an un teacly pointer. In all 
other case the instruments continued to indicate, al though in many case the reading was in 
error by e-veral hundred re,olutions. 

ConcZusions .- I t is een that the average performance of in truments of make" ," although 
poor, i much better in mo t 1'e peets than that of instrumen t of make " D." Thi is explained 
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in part by detail of design, make C( 0" having a light, high speed governor while make C( D " 
ha a heavy and comparatively slow speed governor. Most of the difference, however, is due 
to uperior quality of workman hip and fini h of critical parts found in make" 0 ." 

The average performance of the centrifugal type tachometer is far from atisfactory 
e pecially in regard to lag and change of calibration with use. The average error or effects for 
all peeds are as follow: Calibration error, 2 per cent; effect of 150 hours running on calibration, 
5 per cent; original lag, 3 per cent without vibrati9n and 2 per cent with, and after 150 hours' 
running 9 per cent without ,ibration and 5 per cent with; effect of 50° O. temperature change, 
1 per cent; effect of tilting, 4: per cent for the C( in,erted" position and 3 per cent for the C( on side" 
po ition. 

MAGNETIC TACHOMETERS. 

Magnetic tachometer were studied for calibration errors, effect of running and vibration, 
tilting, lag, effect of temperature change, and durability. All instruments tested were of the 
same make and de ign. The re ults are shown graphically in figure 12. 
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FIG . 12. 

OaZibmtion.-The ilyerage calibration error of SLX magnetic tachometers are tabulated 
below. 

TABLE IX. 

Average 
error in 

Speed in revolutions per minute. revolu-
tions per 
minute. 

600________ ___ ___ _______ _____ ___ ___ 17 
BOO_________________________ ____ ___ 19 
1,000_ _ _ ________________ ___________ 20 
1,200_ _ _____ __________ __ ___ ______ __ 27 
1,400_ _ __________ _______ _____ ___ ___ 22 
1,600_ _ __ ____________ ___ _____ ______ 26 
1,800_ ___ _______ __ _ _____ ___________ 42 
2,000 __________________________ .____ 37 
2,200 _ _ _ _______ ______ __ _ __ __ _______ 44 
2,400 _ _ __ ____________ _ __ ________ ___ 5·\ 
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The average error for all speeds is 31 revolutions per minute. 
No instrument had all errors less than 20 revolutions per minute: 60 pCI' cent had some 

error over 50 revolutions per minute, one instrument having errors a high ~1 375 revolutions per 
minute. The errors of this instrument are not included in the data tabulated above, as they 
were considered anomalous. 

Effect of running on calibration.- The effect of running and vibrating for 150 hours on the 
calibration of one airplane model magnetic tachometer is shown in the table below. 

TABLE X. 

peed in revolutions per minute. 

600 . . ..... . ... . .............•• .•... 
00 . . ...... .. .................. .. . . 

1,000 ..... . .. . .... . ...... .. ....... . 
1,200 .• '" ............... . ........ . 
1,400 ....••.•.•••••.... . . .. ... .. . •. 
1,600 .• ...... . . •.. . .... . ..........• 
1,800 ..... .. ....• ..............•.•. 
2,000 . . ......................... . . . 
2,200 ..... . .... . ....... . .... . ....•. 

Avera~e 
effect III 
revoln· 

tions per 
minute. 

81 

50 
170 
239 
367 
400 
384 
360 

The average effect i 237 revolutions per minute; the ma.,-ximum effect i 400 revolution 
per minute at a speed of 1, 00, or an error of about 22 per cent. 

This is considered very poor performance. 
Tilting.-The magnetic tachometer reads practically the same for all positions of its a.,xis. 
Lag.-The lag in the magnetic tachometer rarely exceeded 20 rcyo]utions per minute. If 

the speed were held constant after being either decreased or increa ed the reading would be the 
same after a second or two, the lag being caused wholly by sluggishnc s of action. 

Temperature.-The average effect of about 50° C. change in temperature is tabulated 
below for five instrument.. 

TABLE XI. 

Avera~e 
effect III 

Speed in revolutions per minute. revolu· 
tions per 
minute. 

600...... . . .. . .. ....... .•........•• 64 
BOO.... .. . ........ . ... . ....... . . . .. 6 
1,000.. ..... ........ ..• .... . ... .. .. 103 
1,200 • ••. ••• •••••• •• • • • ••• • • • • • • ' " 122 
1,400.. . ... . .... ...... . . ....•... .•• 139 
I ,600 . . ..•. ..•. . • ••. . ..• •• .. . .... . . 184 
I, 00. .......................... . .. 194 
2,000 .. . . .. . ........ _ . . . _._ ._._. _._ 223 
2,200_ ... _ .. .. _._ . ________ ._ . .... _. 273 
2,400 __ ... _. __ . __ ___ . _. . . .... .. . . .. 308 

In general the effect of lowering the temperature is to increa e the reading for a gIven 
speed, that of rai ing the temperature to decrease it. 

The average effect is 170 revolutions per minute. The maximum effect i 30 revolutions 
per minute at a speed of 2,400, or about 13 per cent. 

Durability.-The magnetic tachometers tested for endurance all howed some serious 
defect a a result of the run. The usual and most serious was a pitting of the lower jewelled 
bearing in which the electrically conducting drum or di c was mounted. This allowed it to 
move into a stronger magnetic field and hence give a greater deflection for a given speed. 

Oonclusions.-It is een that the performance of the magnetic airplane tachometers was 
not very satisfactory. The average calibration error was about 2~ per cent for full scale 
reading; the effect of running was 16 per cent and the effect of temperature was 11 per cent. 
Also the instruments seemed to be of too delicate construction. 
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COMPARISON O F THE TY PES. 

Data ho\\'ing the performance of the different types of airplane tachometer under variou 
condi tions are gi,en in Tabl XII. The tests are far from being compl ete; nevertheles a 
di cu ion of uch 1'0 ult a are given may be of intere t. 

Speed in 
re"olu tions 

per 
minute. 

ci 
!i 
'" E 
0 

" 0 .c 
0 

600 ........• 7 
(XL .. . ... .. 7 

1,000 ... ____ 6 
1, 200 .• __ . __ 6 
1,400 .. __ ... 6 
1,600 ....... 6 
1,800 ....... 7 
2,000 ..•.•.. 6 
2,200 ....... 7 
2,400·······1 8 

TABLE XII .-Ai1'pZane tachometel' peljormance-type tests. 

Error or e ffect in revolutions per minu te. 

Lag error. Tilting Change 
error. at 

Calibration error. Effect of 50· C. temperature -- --I 16,000 
change. rUllDmg . feet 

Effect of '.50 hours I 
Wid t h W ith· In· On alti· 

vibration . ou t. \'erted. 
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The plot, figure 13, hows graphically for comparison (1) the average calibration errors of 
the chronometric, cen trifugal, magnetic, and air viscosity types, (2) the average effect of 150 
hours running on the calibration of the chronometric, centrifugal, and magnetic types, and (3) 
the average effect on the calibration of 500 C. temperature change for the chronometric, centrif
ugal, magnetic, and ail' visco ity types . The numerical data for the e plots is tabulated in 
Table XII, mentioned abo,e. The result. of the different te t are discus ed below. 

Oalibmtion.-The type of in trument, number of in truments tested, average calibration 
.error for all speeds in revolution per minute, average percentage error at speeds of 600 and 
2,400, and the percentage of in trument havinCT their average errors in exce of the pecifica
tion limit of 20 revolutions per minute, are shown below. The percentage error of most instru-
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ment is usually le at full scale deflection than at lower speeds, a i evident from the fact that 
the error in revolution per minute ia more or les con tant throughout the calc. 

TABLE XIII. 

A verage error. 

Type. 

Chronometric .. _ ........... .... _. _ ... . ..•••.• . .... 
CentrifugaL •..................................... 

[agnetic .... ' ... .... .................. ... ...... . . 

l ~r~~t~~ 1 
ments Revolll' 
tested. tions per 

minute. 

~l~c\~f~~osit·y==== === = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = I 

2().j 

73 
6 
1 
2 

7 
27 
31 
37 
45 

Per cent . 

600 2,400 

1.2 
3. 
2. 
3.7 
d 

0.4 
1.3 
2.3 
2.2 
2.7 

Percent· 
age 

instru
ments 
having 
average 

error 
over 20 
revolu

tions per 
minute. 

7 
53 

100 
100 
100 

The instruments are arranged in the order of th eir apparent reliability for calibration. 
Allowance must be made, however, for the fact that relatively few instruments of the magnetic 
and air visco ity type and only one of the electric type were te ted. 

Temperature.- Table XIV is a ummary of data showing the average eiTect; in revolution 
per minute for all speed of 50° C. temperature change and in per cent at peed of 600 and 
2,400 revolutions per minute for five type of airplane tachometer. The last column shows 
the percentage of the in truments te ted which had averaae effect exceeding 20 revolutions 
per minute. l 

TABLE XIV. 

1-
'l'ype. 

I 
Chronometric .............•....................... 

~r~Y:r~~~i~==:::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
!\Iagnetic ......... .. ... . . . _ ..................•.... 

Number 
of instru· 

ments 
tested. 

70 
14 
1 
2 
5 

Average etIect of 500 e change. I Percent. 
age 

instru· 
Per cent. ments 

1 __ ---,;--__ 1 having 
Revolu. a~~~~fe 
t ions per over 20 
minute. 600 2,400 revolu· 

tions per 
minute. 

---------
6 0.7 0. 4 9 

12 1. 3 15 
20 4.0 2.1 0 

101 8.3 7.8 100 
JiO 11.0 12. 100 

The in truments are arranged in the order of their apparent reliability for temperature 
<effect. 

The performance of the air vi co ity and magnetic types for different conditions of tem
perature is very poor, so poor, in fact, as to eliminate the types a they exist from further 
consideration with those suitable for use in airplanes. 

Effect of running on caZibration.-Table XV is a Ulnmar'y of data showing the averaae 
effect at all peeds, of 150 hours running and vibration in revolutions per minute, and in per 
cent for three type of airplane tachometers . The last column how the percentage of instru
ment tested which had average effect exceedina 20 revolutions per minute.2 The averages 
for the elifl'erent peed are given in Table XII. 

1 Error allowed by Air Service specifications. , Error allowed by Air Service speCifications. 
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Type. 

TABLE XV. 

I 
Xumber 
instru· 

tested . I 
meUlS 

A "erage effect of 150 hours' 
running. 

Reyolu· 
tions per 
minute. 

Per cent. 

600 2,400 

Chronomctric ............... _........ . ............ 6 6 1. ° 0.3 10 
CentrifugaL ..........•.•... _ .•.•........... _._... 33 i3 14.3 2.7 ° 
Magnetic .......... ~_. _ ..... , ... =:=._._1 ___ 1--'-__ 23_ 7-"-_1_3_.5---' __ 1_5._°-'-__ 1_00_ 

It i een that the petforman '0 of the centrifugal and magnetic type i very poor as regards 
consistency of calibration with u e. 

Lag.-Table XVI shows the average difference m reading for all peeds taken at the 
same peed with decreasing and increa ing speeds. The in truments were vibrated while 
being tested and had not previou ly been run. Table XII give the compl te data and al 0 

data howing the average laO' in the centrifugal type without the vibration. 

'l'ype. 

TABLE XVI. 

Kumhcr 
ofinstru

ments 
tested. 

A vcrage lag with vibration. 

Revolu· 
tions per 
minute. 

Per cent. 

600 2,400 

Centrifu gaL ..... .............. ==\--22- --2-3- ---1.-7- - 1. 2 
Air viscosity ..... ...........• __ .•. _..... . 2 24 9.7 1.1 
Magnetic ' ....... ........ _ ....... . ............. ____ .. ........ . ... _ •.. __ ._ ....... . 
Electric ' .... __ ............ _ .•.. _ ............. __ .. _ ... ... ....•. ___ ...... . ....... . 
Chronometric '. ___ ................ __ . __ .. _ .......... __ ._. ___ ..... . .............. . 

, Small; not observed quantitatively. 2 See discussion. 

At slow speed the laO' in the air vi co ity typo i much greater than in the centrigugal. 
However, if the peed be held constant after being rai eel 01' lowered the lag will practically 
di appeal' in the ail' viscosity typo while in the centrifugal type it will not. Hence actually, 
the lag effect in the air vi co ity type i Ie s eriou than in the centrifugal. 

Tilting. - The centrifugal typo i the only one to ted which read differently for different 
po ition of it axi. Data howing the average change at all peeds in the reading at normal 
or vertical position for two other po ition are given in Tablo XVII and complete data for the 
different speeds in Table XII. 

Type. 

, )fo effect observed. 

TABLE XVII . 

. \ "erage cffect of tilting. 

In revolutions per 
minute. In per cent. 

-------1-------

Upside down. On side. 
Upside 
down. On side. 1-----.----1------;---1 

600 2,400 600 2,400 

'Not tested; believed small. 
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It i seen that in the centrifugal type the effect of po ition of the axis of the in trument 
with re pect to the vertical i by no means negligible. 

Effect oj air-pressure change.-The air viscosity type is the only one of those tested affected 
by altitude change. Data taken at a barometric pre sure corresponcling to that at 16,000 
feet altitude is given in Table XII . 

It is seen that the average effect observed at any speed did not exceed 20 re,-olution sper 
minute, the maximum average percentage error being 1.0 per cent. 

Durability.- Of the four types, chronometric, centrifugal, magnetic, and air viscosity, 
the centrifugal type gives the best performance as regards durability. The percentage of 
breakdown , complete or partial, so that readings can not easily be taken is small. IIowever, 
the reading may be considerably different from the true speed as is seen from the foregoing 
discussion of the characteristics of the type. 

About 20 per cent of the instruments of the chronometric type broke down so as to neces
sitate repairs and replacement of parts. Also, in several cases, the escapement failed to start 
unless the instrument was shaken. In use on a plane this woulcl necessitate dismantling. 

Instruments of the magnetic type did not break down completely, but the pointer grad
ually became more and more unsteady until finally readings could not be taken. 

The air visco ity type was not tested for endurance, but it is believed that its behavior 
under airplane conditions would be similar to that of the magnetic type. 

lYeights.- The average weights for the different type are gi,en in Table XVIII. 

TABLE XVIII. 

Type. 

I 
Weight in 
pounds. 

I--g-~-~-~-~-:-~~~-'~ :-:_--:-::-::-::-::-::-:-::-::-::I I 
i1~;~~~;ty ~ ::::~::::::::::::::::~ I Electric ______________ . _____ ___ ___ _ 

Attention is called to the relatively large weight of the electric type. 
42397-25t--4 
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P ART III. 

THERMOMETERS FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINES. 

By E. F. MUELLER and R. M. WILHELM. 

UMMARY. 

This part describe the principal type of di tance-reading thermoIr'.eters for aircraft engine , 
including an explanation of the physical principle invoh"ed in the functioning of the instrument 
and the proper filling of the bulb. Performance requirements and testing method are then 
given, concluding with a discu ion of the ource of error and re ult of te t . 

I NTR OD UCTIO . 

The term" airplane thermometer " i u ually u ed to de ignate an in trument, which incli
cate the temperature of the water or oil at some point in the respecti,e circulating system of 
the e liquid in an aircraft engine. Thermometer may be u ed for experimental pm'po es, to 
mea ure temperature existing in various other l'eO'ions about the engine or aircraft, but u h 
thermometer will not be di cus ed in thi article. 

Thermometer de igned for u e in the water-cooling ystem have been used to measure the 
temperature of the lubricating oil. The u e of thermometers for this purpo e i not general, 
although oil thermometers were specified a part of the tandard equipment of e,eral types 
of Ameri an airplane. The di cussion which follow' will apply mOre especially to instrument 
used to mea ure the temperature of the circulating water. 

The bulb of the thermometer is u ually placed in the top of the radiator and for this 
reason the e instrument have ometime been called " radiator" thermometers. 

FU CTIONS. 

A temperature indicator for aeronautic engine may er,e one or more of the followinO' 
purpo e : To indicate engine trouble, possibly before any of the other instruments would show 
thi ; to as ist in operating the engine at maximum efficiency ; to indicate whether the water i. 
at or near it boiling point, or the oil i at such a temperature that its lubricating propertie 
are impaired; to warn that the engine is becoming too cold to tart up again after haTIng been 
cut off in gliding; to warn that the water i in danger of freezing Or that the oil is too thick to 
flow. The la t condition may be encountered in cold climates when the engine is allowed to 
tand idle for a sufficient period, or on long glide from high altitude . 

REQUIREMENTS. 

The requirement for an airplane engine thermometer may be ummarized as follow : 
1. The indicator mu t be at a di tance from the bulb. Thi preclude the use of the liquid 

in glass or other nonclistance-reading type of thermometer. 
2. The thermometer must inclicate temperatures in he range 0° to 100° C. but since the 

operating temperature of the water in an airplane enO'ine is in the neighborhood of 0° under 
normal condition, it is obvious that the in trument ' hould be mo t reliable over thi part of 

50 
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the scale. Readings in the neighborhood of 0° C. may al 0 be of importance ince in long glide 
or occa ionally under other conditions the temperature of the water may be reduced to uch an 
extent that the danger of freezing become eriou . 

3. At high altitude the instrument will be u bjected to external pressures much lower than 
normal atmospheric, and the indications should not be significantly affected by such changes. 

4. The gage and connecting tubing may be at various temperatures, since that part of the 
tubing pa sing close to the engine may be heated considerably above the other parts of the 
tubing and gage, while at high altitudes and in winter some parts may be cooled much below 
the temperature met with at lower altitudes or in ummel'. The error from this ource should be 
reduced to negligible proportion . 

5. The irrtrument should be light in construction and a small in ize as is compatible 
wi th strength and visibility. Furthermore, nonferrous materials have been preferred. 

POSSIBLE TYPES OF THERMOMETERS. 

The type and forms of distance reading thermometers available for practical 1.1 e may be 
classified under t,,-o general head; namely, electrical and pre ure. A consideration of the 
relative advantages of these two general types led to th adoption in this country of the pres
sure instrument for au·plan s, on account of smallnes Ul size and weight, ruggedness of con
stru ction and immediate availability. This la t factor wa important ince the pressure ther
mometeI on the market could be ea ily adapted for airplane work, while it would have been 
nece sary to evol,e pra tically a new type of electrical indicator to fulfill the conditions imposed. 

A type of electrical thermometer taken from captured German plane~ consists essentially 
of a resistance thermometer connected to a mall ohmmeter and a battery. It indicates the 
temperature only at the time when a push button witch is operated. 

The advantage of this type of instrument over the pre sure thermometers are sensitivity 
to rapid change in temperature, absence of errors due to change in atmospheric pressure, or 
change Ul temperature of connections. Howev r, its greater complexity, costliness, weight, 
and inconvenience in that the pilot mu t operate the push bu tton to observe the reading, offset 
the advantage above enumerated. 

PRESSURE THERMOMETERS. 

Pressure thermometers compri e a bulb containing a liquid or gas or both, and connected 
by means of capilbry tubing, to ome form of pre ure gage. 

The pressure thermometer ~,-hich have been used up to the present time in this country 
on airplanes are either of the vapor pre sure type, "lith a free surface of the liquid in the bulb, 
or the liquid filled type, with the liquid completely filling the thermometer. 

Two di tinct types of gage have also been 1.1 ed, one employing an ordinary Bourdon tube 
with sector and pinion multiplying mechanism, the other, a long Bourdon tube of many turns 
which is connected through a bimetallic temperature compensator to the pointer. 

Either type of gage could be used for either of the e two types of pre sure thermometers. 
The ordinary Bourdon gage, ho\,-ever, ha b een u ~ ed up to the present time only for vapor 
pressure instruments, while the multiple turn Bourdon tube has been u ed for the liquid filled 
instruments. 

The photograph, figure 1, sho";-s a liquid filled thermometer (A), and t"TO types of vapor 
pressure thermometer (B and C) 1.1 ed on American airplanes. Interior view of the bulbs and 
gages of these in tl"uments are al 0 hown. 

PRINCIPLES NDERLYING ACTION OF VAPO R P RESSURE THERMOMETERS. 

The action of the vapor pres~ure thermometer depends upon the fact that the pressure 
in ide the thermometer is d termined olely by the temperature of the free surface of the liquid. 
I t follows that the thermometer must be 0 con tructed that one free uriace is always in the 
bulb. If this condition is fulfilled the reading of the in trument will not be ensibly affected 
by changes in the temperature of the gage and capillary. It must be remembered, however, 
that the liquid will always accumulate in the cooler parts if possible, i. e., if the e parts are not 
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already filled with liquid (or with noncondensible gas) . The two extreme case to be considered, 
therefore, are: (1) The bulb i the hotte t part of the sy tern. (2) Thc bulb is the coldest part 
of the system. The former is th more important and more u ual condition. Assuming that 
the thermometer contain no noncondensible gas, the gage and capillary will fill with liquid 
and there must till be liquid in the bulb if the thermometer is to indicate properly. It follo"\,
that the volume of liquid must be greater than that of the gage and capillary combined. An inter-

FIG. I.-Types of thermometers. 
A. Liquid filled thermometer with long Bourdon tube. 

B. Methyl-chloride vapor-pressure thermometer. 
C. Ether vapor-pressure thermometer with ordinary Bourdon gage. 

esting variation of this ca e is that in which the volume of liquid is barely sufficient when gage 
and capillary are at room temperature, but when the e are cooled, the liquid in them contracts, 
so that all the liquid in the system is in ufficient to fill the gage and capillary a hown in figure 
2 (a). The thermometer under uch conditions indicates properly when the parts other than the 
bulb are at room temperature but fail when these are cooled. The econd condition, in ",·hich 
the bulb is coldest, may occur occasionally. In this case, the liquid goe to the bulb, bu t if the 
'-olume of liquid is more than sufficient to fill the bulb, the free urface will be in the capillary 
and the thermometer will fail to indicate properly a hown in figure 2 (b). A Ie extreme ca e 
is that in which the capillary or a part of the 
capillary alone is heated to a higher temperature 
than either bulb or gage. In thi case the liquid 
will be driven out of the heated part of the capil
lary. A thermometer containing more than enough 
liquid to fill the bulb will fail on the imple t te t, 
namely , it will indicate the temperature of either 
the capillary or the gage when the bulb i put in ice. 
It i eviden t, from the above, that the volume of the 
liquid should be insufficient to fill the bulb at any tem
perature. From the above two condition in regard 
to amount of liquid required it can be seen that the 
combined volumes of the capillary and gage must be 
less than that of the bulb. It is evident that if a 

gage 

L iquid 

~~~ (aJ (bJ 
Not surricient lIquid. To much liquid. 
8 ulb hotter t han tubing 8ulb colder than tub-
a nd gage. ing and g oge. 

FIG. 2.-Defective vapor pressure thermometers. 

relatively small bulb is required the capillary must be very fine in order that the la t-named 
condition may be fulfilled. 

The problem of obtaining proper volume relations may be simplified by the use of a trans
mitting liquid in the tubing and gage. uch a liquid mu t have a high boiling point, low freezing 
point, be noncorrosive, and mu t neither react with nor mL""{ with the volatile liquid. If such 
a liquid is used to fill the gage and capillary, the effective volume of these is reduced to prac
tically zero, and the nece ary volume of the bulb and of the volatile liquid are greatly reduced. 

J 
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The transmitting liquid type of thermometer has not come into use in thi country, although 
some experimental instruments have been made and submitted for test. The transmitting 
liquid was a mixture of glycerin and water, the volatile liquid being methyl chloride. 

Either ethyl ether or methyl chloride i used as the volatile liquid in the majority of the 
vapor pressure thermometers in use at the present time on American airplane. A brief con
sideration of some of the liquids that could be u ed may be of interest. 

The following table gives the propertie of orne of the liquids which could be considered 
for use in a vapor pressure thermometer for an airplane engine, and al 0 the number of degrees 
centigrade that a thermometer using such a liquid would read high at an altitude of approxi
mately 19,000 feet Cone-half atmospheric pre sure): 

Liquid. 

Alrobol (ethy!) ___ ________ ______ _ 
Etfe~ (ethyl). ____ ______________ _ 
Su p ur dloXlde ___ _____________ _ 
Methyl etheL __ ___ _____________ _ 
Methyl chloride ___ _______ ______ _ 
Ammonia . _____ ___________ _____ _ 

I Less than 1° C. 

Boiling 
point. 

° C. 
7 .3 
34.6 

-10 
-24 
-24 
-33.4 

Error at 19,000 reel 
altitude. 

v~~~~ ~~es------,----1 
100° C. 

Atmoa
pheres. 

2.2 
6.4 

27. 
30 
30 
61 

Bulb tem- Bulb tem-
perature perature 

0° C. SOo C. 

° C. 
62 
27 

7 
6 
5 
2.5 

° C. 
10 
5 
1.3 
1 
(I) 
.5 

The volatile liquid u ed must be stable, readily obtained and purified, mu t not act on the 
metal with which it will be in contact, must have a sufficiently low freezing point, and its 
critical temperature must be above 100° C. The table shows that the effects of variations in 
external atmospheric pre sure occurring at different altitudes cause smaller variation in the 
indications of thermometers filled with liquid having lower boiling point, and consequently 
higher vapor pressures in the working temperature range. The high-pre sure gages used with 
these liquids are also more robust than the low-pre sure gages would be. Methyl chloride, 
methyl ether, and sulphur dioxide fulfill the requirements as regards physical properties. How
ever, on account of availability and ease in handling the liquid, ethyl ether filled thermometers 
were the only thermometer of the vapor pre sure type produced in quantity up to near the 
termination of the recent war. 

PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING ACTIO OF LIQillD-FILLED THERMOMETERS. 

The liquid-filled thermometers utilize the thermal expansion of a liquid. The increase of 
pressure with temperature is nearly linear in the range 0° to 100° C. for the liquids u ed. 
Alcohol has been used in these instruments, which are made to have an internal pressure at 0° 
of about 100 pounds per square inch, the pressure increasing to 700 or 800 pounds at 100° C. 
This large pre ure range requires the use of a rugged gage mechani m and make the indica
tions of the instrument practically independent of the variations of atmospheric pressure with 
altitude. Since changes in the temperature of the gage and capillary tubing affect the internal 
pre sure, some form of compensator must be used if these parts contain sufficient volume to 
make the error from this source appreciable, since they are subjected to considerable change 
of temperature in use. 

A bimetallic compensating helical coil has been employed. This coil i connect~d at one 
end to the pointer spindle and at the other end to the Bourdon tube. It may be de igned to 
compensate for changes in the temperature of the gage alone or of the gage and capillary 
together. This compensator can not eliminate errors due to changes in the temperature of 
the capillary alone. It i therefore nece ary that the volume of the bulb be large relative to 
the volume of the capillary. 
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CHOICE OF TYPE. 

Since the vapor pressure of a liquid does not change linearly with changes in temperature 
but increases much more rapidly at higher temperatures, vapor-pressure thermometers have a 
very open scale in the upper part of the temperature r ange and a relatively contracted scale in 
the lower part of the range. If the upper part of the range is the most important this is an 
advantage, but there is a corresponding disadvantage if readings in the lower part of the cale 
are of importance. The liquid-filled type has an equally divided scale. 

It ha been previously pointed out that vapor-pres ure thermometers are u bject to error 
if used at high altitudes and that this error is greater the lower the vapor pre sure of the liquid 
used and the lower on the cale the readings are taken. This error for liquid-filled thermometer 
may be reduced to almost negligible proportions, and i the same regardless of the part of the 
cale on which the reading i taken. 

It m ay therefore be aid that if it is important that the thermometer hall give accurate 
indications at lower temperatures, the liquid-filled type is te be preferred. 

When correctly fliled the reading of the vapor-pre ure thermometers are sensibly ind e
pendent of the temperature of the gage and capillary. The liquid-filled thermometer is subject 
to error if the temperature of the gage and capillary differs from that at which it was calibrated . 
This error may in some case be eliminated by employing a compensator as previously men
tioned, but in general it m ay be said that if the most important consideration were that the 
indications of the thermometer should be independent of the temperature of the capillary , 
then the vapor-pressure type should be chosen. 

SP ECI FICATIONS F OR AND T ESTING OF AIRPLANE THERM OMET ERS. 

The discussion of airplane thermometers which has been given is ba ed on data obtained 
as the result of a considerable amount of investigation extending over about a year and a half, 
during which time many tests were m ade for the military branches of the Government and 
specifications written in cooperation wi th the War Department. 

The e specification , which were revised from time to time, include, apart from the actual 
details of constructi.on, a eries of te ts which were devised for the purpose of inspection. 

These tests included primarily determinations of (a) the scale errors at various tempera
t ures under ordinary laboratory conditions, (b) the error that would be introduced if the tubing 
or gage either together or separately were heated Or cooled to temperatures corresponding to 
tho e that might be encountered under actual conditi.ons of u e, and (c) the error caused by the 
reduction of the external pressure on the gage, the condition met with at high altitudes. 

Other special tests were made from time to time including vibration test to ascertain 
the comparative effect of vibration on different instruments, tests to determine the mechanical 
hysteresis due to poor gage mechanism, the lag in the reading when the temperature was 
changed quickly, tests to determine whether the indications changed with time or in ship
ment, and chemical analyses of the liquids taken from the instruments. 

APPARATUS USED IN TESTS. 

Very little speciaJ apparatus was required for these tests, since the thermometry laboratory 
was already equipped for similar work. 

A well-stirred water bath , heated by a bunsen burner, served, with the aid of a standard 
thermometer, for the determination of the scale errors, the m echanical hysteresis in reading 
due to faulty gage mechanism, and the lag of the readings. 

For cooling the tubing and gage, use was made of a low temperature bath cooled by the 
expansion of carbon dioxide. 

For determining the error caused by the reduction of the external pressure on the gage an 
ordinary vacuum desiccator evacuated to the required extent was used. The pressures were 
read on a m ercury manometer. 
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RESULTS OF TESTS 

As a result of the testing, the following conclusion have been reached in regard to the 
accuracy of the instruments examined and the magnitude of the errors that may be expected 
under various conditions: 

In general it was found that well-made instruments of either the ether vapor-pre sure or 
the liquid-filled types would indicate the temperature of the bulb to within an accuracy of 
from 1 ° to 3° C. under ordinary laboratory conditions. 

Although methyl chloride and methyl ether vapor-pressure thermometers were produced 
in quantity toward the end of the war, only a mall number were received at the Bureau of 
Standard for test and some of these were experimental instruments. The results of tests 
showed that it was po sible to construct methyl chloride or methyl ether thermometers posses
sing an accuracy comparable with that of the liquid-filled type, but in general the readings, 
especially in the neighborhood of 0° C., were Ie s reliable in the vapor-pressure thermomet l' . 

Mechanical hysteresis error can be attributed to backla h and friction in the moving parts 
of the gage mechani m. The advantage of the directly connected gage as used on the liquid
filled thermometer over that of the ector and pinion type, especially if the latter is poorly 
con tructed, was very clearly demon trated. 

The readings of the vapor-pressure type of instrument are theoretically independent of 
the temperature of the gage and capillary tubing. The heating and cooling test previou ly 

° Scale errors underloboraforycondifions. 
- Readings token with temperafure rising. 
- .. .. .. .. Tolling. 

,,:---Error infroducedwhen exiernal pressure 
%,25 r";;"t-- on gage IS lowered fo a holr afmosphere. (/9fXJ(]rf/ 

~20 " 
~ ...... 
\) 15 
<l> 
IIOr-r-+-4-~-+--~~~-+-4--~~+-~~ 

-1-- - --
~ ~t=t=t=t=1=l=~~~~~~~~-t:-1-:1-
~ 
~-50~~~~20~L-~4~O--L-L-6~O~--L-8LO~~L~~oo 

Temperature =oc 
FIG. 3.-Results of tests of ether vapor·pressure thermometers. 

mentioned were therefore intended as checks on the filling of the instruments, i. e., to determine 
whether the proper amount of liquid was contained with reference to the volume of the various 
parts. Although some of the first thermometer ubmitted as samples were found not to be 
properly filled , this defect did not appear in the thermometer furnished under the specifications. 

The liquid-filled thermometer i ubject to error when the capillary is heated separately 
from the gage. For lengths up to 12 feet it was found that the capillaries could be made small 
enough in diameter to permit moderate heating or cooling without introducing excessive error. 
For longer capillaries the error due to this cause was appreciable, a , for example, a 23-foot 
tube cooled to - go C., introduced an error of about go C. in the reading. It has been pre
viou 1y stated that a compen ator i employed on the liquid-filled thermometers to allow for 
the expansion or contraction of the liquid in the gage. This compensator may also be so 
designed a to allow for the expansion and contraction of the liquid in the tubing provided 
both gage and tubing are heated and cooled at the arne time and the same amount. Tests 
of instrument so designed indicated that it wa po ible to compensate very accurately for 
the e temperature changes . 

The errors caused by decreasing the external pressure on the gage of airplane thermometers 
depend on the pre sure range of the in truments. 
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The liquid-filled instrument if properly designed will be practically free from error from 
this ource, since the pre sure range can be varied at will. Tests of the instruments of the type 
submitted howed that the error had been reduced to within 10 C. by the u e of a uitable 
gage and sufficient pre ure range. 

The theroetical errors due to change in external pres ure on the gage of vapor pressure 
instruments have been previously indicated. The error actually found agreed very closely 
with tho e predicted. 

Impurities in the liquids u ed in vapor pressure thermometer may clog up the capillary 
tubing and render the instruments inoperative. number of methyl chloride and methyl 
ether thermometers were found defective from this ource. Difficulty in ecuring pure methyl 
chloride or methyl ether in sufficient quantities interfered with the manufacture of satisfactory 
instruments of this type. 

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show charactcri tic calibration curves obtained from ob ervations 
taken for ether vapor pressure, methyl chloride vapor pres ure, and liquid-filled thermometer. 

° Scole err6r slunder loboroforyconditions. 
- Reodings token with temperoture rising. 
- .. .. .. .. rolling. 
---Error introduced when externol pressure 

on gage is lowered to oholrofmosphereJl9000ftJ 

FIG. 4.-Results of tests of metbyl cbloride vapor-pressure tbermometer. 
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FIG . 5.-Results of tests of liqujd filled thermometers. 

The charts also inrlicate the magnitude of the error due to reducing the external pre ure on 
the vapor pre ure thermometers and to either heating or cooling the capillary of a liquid
filled in trument. 

Vibration tests made in the laboratory failed to indicate the superiority of one in trument 
over the other from the standpoint of ability to withstand hard usage. 

Other reason for failure of the instrument submitted were loose pointers and the breaking 
of the capillaries. These are frequent causes of failure of the instruments in the field. 

It is unfortunate that very little data could be obtained in regard to the behavior of the 
instruments under actual conditions of u e, although it is understood that those pa sing the 
tests proved satisfactory. 
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REPORT No. 129. 

POWER-PLANT INSTRUMENTS. 

PART IV. 

AIR PRESSURE AND OIL PRESSURE GAGES. 

By H. K. EATOK. 

SUMMARY. 

Till part discu ses briefly the use of air and oil pre sure gages on aircraft, and de cribes 
the construction of various American, Briti h, and German gage. Methods of testing the e 
instruments at the United tates Bureau of tandards are described and ample reports are 

DESCRIPTION OF AIRCRAFT P RESSURE GAGES. 

Air and oil pressure gages are used on aircraft to measure the pressure of the air in the 
ga oline tank and the pressure in the oil sy tern of the engine. The importance of keeping 
the air pressure in the gasoline tank at the proper 
value is obvious when it is remembered that it is 
tLis pressure which forces the gasoline to the car
bureter. The u ual pressure is about 3 pounds per 
square inch, although a value as great a 5 pounds 
per square inch may sometimes be reached. A saf -
ty valve is used to prevent the pressure from increa -
ing beyond this limit. Since the life of the engine A-I'-it--

depends upon its receiving a sufficient supply of 
oil, the gage which indicates the oil pre ure i 
also of very great importance. It shows not only 
whether the pressure is maintained within the 
proper range but also any stoppage which mtly 
prevent the flow of oil. 

The pressure gage just mentioned are of the 
Bourdon tube type in the great majority of cases. 
A Bourdon tube is constructed by flattening a 
circular tube, bending the fiattened tube longi-
tudinally to the arc of a circle, and sealing the ends. 
( ee fig. 1.) Now if the pressure is introduced into FIG. l.- Pressuregage. 

0
-----------

----------- --

Section A-8 

the tube, the cros section tend to increase in area and thi change in cros section tends 
to straighten the tube longitudinally. When a Bourdon tube i used in an instrument, 
one end is mounted rigidly to the case while the other end is left free to deflect and operate 
the mechanism. Bourdon tubes possess the advantage that the deflection produced is closely 
proportional to the pres ure applied, but they have very little power when utilized as pres
sure indicators and so are not adapted to use in in truments where the pressure element 
is called upon to exert an appreciable force. To change the range of pressure for which the 
gage is adapted, it is simply neces ary to use a Bourdon tube of different stiffness. 

Figure 2 hows a group of American, British, and German pressure gages. All of these 
gages are of the Bourdon tube type except the Prerauer and cholz gage, figure 2 (F), which has 
a corrugated diaphragm clement. 

57 
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Figure 2(A) shows an American oil-pres ure gage who e construction is typical of that 
used in American aircraft oil and air pre me gage. This gage is of the concentric type; that 
i , the axis of rotation of the hand i at the center of the dial. \. number of American air
plane pre ure gages have been built with thc hand eccentric with re pect to the dial, but the 
mechani m is not materially different from that shown in figure 2(A). 

The pressure is applied to the inside of the Bourdon tube through a screw connection under 
the main casting. The free end of the tube deflect a indicated in figure 1, thus operating 
the rack through a connecting link. The rack in turn operate the pointer pinion on which 
the pointer i mounted. A hairspring i attached to the shaft carrying the pointer pinion 0 as 
to eliminate the effect of backlash. The Bourdon tube i usually made of seamles drawn bronze. 

FIG. 2 

The graduations on the dial of this particular in trument are not luminou , but it is cu tomary 
to have the pointer and the principal graduations and figures finished with luminous paint. 

A Briti hair-pres ure gage is hown in figure 2(B) . In this instrument the hand i mounted 
eccentrically with re pect to the dial. Owing to the mall angular motion required of the 
pointer, the rack and pinion are replaced by a linkage which is impler to construct and will 
give practically a uniform scale. top are arranged for the zero po ition and for preventing the 
Bourdon tube from deflecting 0 far a to overstrain the metal in case of an accidental application 
of overpres ure. The tube is made of eamless pho phor bronze tubinO'. Neith r the pointer 
nor the graduation on the dial are luminous. A conspicuous red line is printed at the point 
of the cale corre pondinO' to 2.5 pounds per square inch indicating the proper pre sure to be 
maintained. 
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Figure 2(C) how a British oil-pre sure gage with a range of 0 to 60 pounds pel' square 
inch. A rack and pinion are u ed to tran mit the motion of the free end of the Bourdon tube 
to the pointer. 0 hairspring is u ed to eliminate backl-a h, but in tead the teeth are made 
V shaped, 0 that there is practically no lost motion between the rack and the pinion. 0 

stop is provided to prevent the Bourdon tube from being deflected too far. The specification, 
however, require this gage to u tain a total pre ure of 180 pound per quare inch without 
damage; con equently the stop is hardly needed. 

Figure 2(D) shows a Benz air-pressure gage of German manufacture having a range of 
from 0 to 5 pounds per square inch. Here, as in the British air-pre ure gage, only a mall 
angular motion of the pointer is utilized, and a linkage i u ed to transmit the motion of the 
free end of the Bourdon to the pointer. 

A German oil-pre ure gage is shown in figure 2(E). The instrument ha a range of from 
o to -:I: kilograms per quare centimeter (approximately 0 to 57 pound pel' quare inch). A 
rack and pinion are used and a hairspring eliminates backlash in the mechani m. A stop 
curved to fit the outer urface of the Bourdon tube i mounted on the ca c. If the Bourdon 
tube i subjected to overpressure, it comes in contact with this stop for a con iderable portion 
of it length and so over train of the metal comprising the thin walla of the tube i pre\"ented. 

Figure 2 (F) shows a German air-pressure gage of the diaphragm type. .A the diaphragm 
deflects it raises with it a helical surface hown above the diaphragm in the figure. The pointer 
is mounted on a haft which carries an arm ,vith a small wheel to provide rolling contact with 
the helical surface. Con equently, a the miace rises it rotate the arm and the pointer shaft . 
A hairspring takes up baclda h . Owing to the fact that the relation between the applied 
pre ure and the deflection of the diaphragm i not linear, this instrument has a cale whos"e 
graduations are far from uniform. 

TESTS OF AIRCRAFT PRESSURE GAGES. 

The tests to which airplane pressure gages are ubjected are de igned to bring out clearly 
any characteri tics of an instrument which would make it un uitable for use under the condi
tions peculiar to aeronautic. In particular, the gages must work ati factorily under severe 
vibration and at low temperatures. The tests specified are as follows ' 

1. Calibration. 
2. Yibration. 
3. Temperature. 
4. Friction. 
5. Endurance. 
6. Interchangeability. 

CALIDRATIO TEST. 

When the gages are received they are calibrated at room temperature in order that their 
scale errors under normal laboratory condition may be ascertained. The air-pre ure gages 
are calibrated directly against a mercury column, ince the range of the instruments (u ually 
o to 10 pounds per square inch) i ufficiently small to permit the use of this method. Air 
pressure is applied sufficient to deflect the pointer to the 2-pound divi ion while the in trument 
is tapped, and the true pre sure is read on the manometer which i graduated in pound per 
square inch. This process is repeated for succe ive 2-pound interval over the scale, first with 
increasing pressure, then immediately afterward with deere a ing pre ure. The difference in 
the manometer readings wi.th increasing and with decreasing pres ure i a measure of the 
elastic hysteresi of the instrument (if bacldash and friction are eliminated). 

ince oil-pres ure gages have a much greater range than the ail' gages, usually from 0 to 120 
pound per square inch, it i not convenient to u e a mercury column as the tandard for meas
uring the pressures. Instead a dead weight oil gage te tel' i u ed. Thi te tel' con ist of a 
vertical cylinder in which a pi ton of known cross- ectional area float on oil. An oil-filled tube 
connects thi cylinder ,vith the gage under t est. Weight can be placed upon the pi ton, and 
ince the cross- ectional area of the latter is known, the pre ure thus et up in the oil system is 
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aL 0 known for any given wight. For purposes of testing, the weight are de igned to alter the 
oil pres ure a they are applied by ucces ive increment of 5, 10, or 20 pound per quare inch. 

The calibration of the oil gage is carried out ju t a de cribed for the air gage. Reading 
are taken for pre sure change of 20 pounds per quare inch o,er the range of the in trument 
with both incr a ing and decrea~ing pres ure. 

VIBRATION TEST. 

Thi te t is made to determine the effect of prolonged vibration upon the in trument, uch 
a may occur under flight conditions. The re ult may be simply to change the calibration of the 
instrument slightly or to 100 en parts of the mechani m. 

After the calibration test just de cribed has been completed, the gages are fastened rigidly 
to a vibrating tand and for five hours are ubjected to vibration imilar to that experienced 
in ac ual ervice. At the end of thi time they are recalibrated. A comparison of the two cali
bration , one before, the other after, vibration , erve to determine any change produced by 
thi reatment, and a brief examination of the instrument uffices to detect any loosene which 
may have been produced in the me hanism. 

TEMPERATURE TEST. 

The effect of temperature change upon the calibration of each type of gage i determined 
by te t at approximately _100 C and +40 0 C. For thi purpose the gage are mounted in a 
chamber in which the temperature can be varied over the neces ary range. The air in the 
chamber is brought to the de ired temperature and maintained at that point until the gages 
have acquired the temperature of the air. The calibration i then made in a manner imilar 
to that already de cribed. 

FRICTION TEST. 

Pre ure i applied ufficient to deflect the pointer over a mall portion of its range and a 
reading is taken without tapping the in rument. The in trument is then tapped and a econd 
readina is taken while the pres ure is held con tanto The difference in the two readings i a 
mea ure of the friction at this point of the scale. The proce i repeated at several other 
point of the cale. The average change in reading due to tapping the instrument i taken a 
the friction error. Friction i rarely eriou in pre ure gage , as the vibration of the airplane 
tend to eliminate its effect. In~trument are rarely rejected because of friction unles there 
is orne defect of the mechani m which cau es the pointer to tick and move in a jerky manner 
when the pre ure i varied uniformly. 

ENDURA CE TEST. 

Three distinct endurance te t are given airplane pres ure gage at the Bureau of tandard 
(a) A drift test to determine the effect of prolonged application of pressure. 
(b) A seasoning te t to determine the effect of repeated application of pre ure. 
(c) An overpressure test. 

(a) Drift.- The increa e in reading of an in trument when ubjected to a given pre ure for 
a prolonged period is called its " drift" or " creep." Thi effect is due to the yielding under 
tre of the metal which makes up the pre ure element. The gage i ubjected for five hours 

to sufficient pre ure to produce approximately one-half of full scale deflection. A reading i 
taken when the pres ure i first applied and another at the end of the five-hour interval. The 
difference in the two readings i taken a the drift. 

(b) easoning.-A calibration i given immediately after 200 application of pre ure 
ufficient to produce full- cale deflection have been given the gage. A comparison of thi 

calibration with the room temperature calibration following ·the five-hour vibration of the 
in trument show the effect of reptition of pressure. 

(c) Overpressure.- In order to test the ability of the gage to "Tith tand the 0 ca ional 
accidental exce s pres ure which may be given them, both type of gage are subjected 0 a 
momentary overpre ure. r\:fter the application of this overpressure, the gages are re ted for 
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a few minutes 0 that tl{e wor t of the temporary elastic effect caused by the overpl'e sure may 
eli appear; then a final calibration i given. ince the overpr ure of ten causes a permanent 
change in the calibration of the gage, thi final calibration should b taken a characteri tic of 
the instrument at the conclusion of the tests. In the overpre ure test a pressure of 25 pounds 
per square inch i applied to air gages of lO-pound range, while a pressure of 1 0 pounds per 
quare inch is applied to oil gage of l20-pound range. 

It i desirable to re t the instrument for several hour between each two con ecutive te ts 
in order to afford time for the di appearance of the temporary ela tic effect produced by the 
la t test. 

INTERCHANGEABILITY TEST. 

ince both the air and oii pre ure gages u ed by the Air eITice are of the same size and 
general construction, . certain parts can be made tandard for all. Con equently it i required 
that ca e , connections, bezel, and co,er gla e hall be interchangeable. On thi account 
the dimen ions of such part are checked at the conclu ion of the performance te t of the 
III trumen t . 

TOLERA CES FOR AIRCRAFT PRESSURE GAGES. 

The following table ummarize the tolerances specified for aircraft oil and air pre' ure 
gilges u ed by the ni ted State ru r ervice. The value are in pound per quare inch. 

Table oj tolerances jor aircrajt pressure gages. 

Gage. I Range. 
Scale error 

Vibration. _10° C to Friction. 
+40° C. 

Drift. 
Over· 

pressure 
(amount) . 

--------

Air ...................... .. 
Do . .................. .. 

OiL ....................... . 

Pounds per 
quare inch. 

0-6 
(HO 

0-120 

0. 3 
0.3 
3.0 

0.3 
0.3 
3.0 

0.3 
0.3 
3.0 

0.3 
0.3 
3.0 

15 
25 

180 

The following are typical report for two American pre sure gage , one air and one oil. 

REPORT ON AIR PRESSURE GAGE, SERI AL NO. 156. 

Range of in trument, 0 to 10 pound per quare inch. 

The 1'0 ults of the te ts applied to thi in trument follow. Corrections are in pound per 
' quare inch and are to be added algebraically to the in trument reading. 

Instru· 
ment 

reading. 

Corrections at 
+25° . 

Before vibration . 

Corrections at 
+25°C. 

After vibration. 

Down. 

Corrections at 
- .5° C. 

Cold run. 

Up. Down. 

Corrections at 
+46° C. 

Hot run. 

Up. Down. 

POltnds I
~ Down.~. 

s:'::re I 
1- - - --: 

+:1 I ~: i 

=u : ... ~~:. ~ .. I 
inch. 

2.... ... +0. 1 O. 0 +0. 1 
4 .. .. .... +0. 1 +0.1 +0. 1 
6.. .. .... 0.0 -0.1 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 ....... 0.0 +0. 1 

0.0 
+0. 1 

0.0 
-0.1 

Change in reading due to-

+0. 1 
+0. 1 
+0.1 
+0.2 
+0.1 

+0.1 I 
+0.2 
+0.1 

0.0 

Average. 

Pounds 
per 

square 
inch. 

Vibration....... ........... ..................................................... . 0.0 
lJigh temperature... ............................................................. +0.05 
Low temperature.............................. .................................... -0.10 
Repetition............................ ... ................................. ........ 0.0 
Drift (at 5 pounds per square inch).................................... ............ 0.1 
Overpressu re. _______________________________________ ... _ ... _ ....... _ . __ . - .• -.-. - ---- ... - . 
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REPORT ON OIL PRESS RE GAGE, ERI AL O. 157. 

Range of instrument, 0 to 120 pounds per square inch. 

The results of te t applied to this in trument are a follows: 

Corrections at Corrections at Corrections at Corrections at 
+250 C. +250 C. -60 C. +420 C. 

Instru· 
ment 

reading . Berore ,ibration. Arter vibration. Cold rUD . Hot run. 

Up. Dowll. Up. Down. p. Down. Up. Down. 

1----1·-------------------------
Pounds 

per 
square 
inch. 

20. ...... +2. 0 
40. ...... -1.0 
50. ...... 0.0 
0.... ... 0.0 

[00.. .. .. + 1.0 
[20...... +3. 0 

0.0 +1.5 0.0 
-2.0 0.0 -1.5 
-3.0 -1.0 -2.5 
-2.0 -0.5 -1.5 

0.0 +0.5 0.0 
+2.5 

Change in reading due to-

+3. 0 0.0 +1.5 
0.0 -1.0 -0.5 
0.0 -1.5 -1. 5 
0.0 0. 0 -1.5 

+ 2.0 +1.5 -0.5 
+ 4.0 +0.5 

Vi bration .........••...............•••......................•..................... 
High temperature ...........................................•..................... 
Low temperature ..................................•.............................. 
Repetition ••................................................•..................... 
Drift (at 60 pouuds per square inch) ...... ........ ...........•...............•..... 
Overpressure ...... . . .. ......................................•..................... 

0.0 
-2. 5 
-2.5 
-2. 5 
-1. 5 

Average. 

Pounds 
per 

square 
inch. 

+0.05 
+ 0.75 
-0.95 
+0.05 

0. 5 
+0. 2 
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POWER PLANT INSTRUMENTS. 

PART V. 

GASOLINE DEPTH GAGES AND FLOWMETERS FOR AIRCRAFT. 

By JOHN A. C. 1'iT ARNER. 

GASOLI E DEPTH GAGES . 

The development of a sati factory gage for indicatincr the depth of fuel in the re ervoirs of 
aircraft has received much attention from instrument de igners both in America and in foreign 
countrie. A yet, however, their effort have not met with unqualified success owing to the 
unfaV"orable condition under which the e in trument function. 

Such an in trument mu t be so designed as to be compact in form , light in weight, easil.'
attached to the tank and remoV"ed therefrom, and 0 mounted a to be acce sible to the pilot. 
Furthermore, it i de irable that the instrument be easily adaptable to tanks of different 
depth , and that the y tern allow for mounting the indicating gage at a di tance from the 
tank; thi latter feature is necessary in case where the reservoir i at some distance from the 
pilot. The ideal instrument hould be a simple as is con i tent with crood operation character
istic ; it should have a few working parts as possible, and hould function properly undel~ the 
varying conditions of vibration, temperature, pre sure, etc., which are encountered in ervice. 

It i the object of this paper to con ider the principal types now in u e, to make a general 
summary of the advantages and disadvantage of each type, and to outline the method 
employed in their te ting and calibration. 

FLOAT TYPE. 

everal of the mo t common and mo t ati factory gages incorporate the float principle in 
their con truction (see figs. 1 and 2) . In general, this type has the advantage of implicity of 
con truction and operation, while i t greatest di advantage are found in the tendency of 
moving parts to tick, and in the structural difficul ties which ordinarily result in a more or Ie 
<lUmbersome arrangement not easily adapted to atisfactory installation on aircraft. In spite 
of the di advantage, however, the in truments of the float type pre ent a promising ba i for 
the future development of depth gages. 

Float-and-swinging-rod gage.-Figure 1 (A) and 2 (A) show assembled and di a sembled a 
gage which combines the float with a swinging rod and uitable indicating head to show the 
fuel depth. Three vertical stationary rods extend from the ba e of the indicating head to a 
stay-plate to which they are rigidly attached at their lower extremities near the bottom of the 
tank. A fourth rod with a rigid angle-arm at either end i ' free to wing about a center pin 
mounted on the stay-plate and fitting 100 ely through a hole in the extremity of the lower angle
arm. The upper angle-arm i attached at the lower extremity of a vertical indicator spindle 
extending upward through a protective hou ing to the indicating head. 

The two halves of the spli t cylindrical shellacked cork float, seen in its lowest po ition in 
figure 1 (}l..) , are held apart by an aluminum spacer 0 as to admit one of the stationary yertical 
rod at one side of the slotted opening, and the winging rod at the other. These rods are held 
jn a definite position relative to the float by mall guide rollers which also provide a bearing 
wi th little friction as the float rise and fall with change in gasoline level. The float and rods 
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are 0 de igned and mounted that the free rod i cau ed to swing in a definite path a the float 
changes its position. This motion is transmitted through the upper angle-arm to the indicator 
spindle above mentioned. 

At the upper end of this pindle is a toothed sector, figure 2 (A) which engages a pinion 
mounted upon the vertical center 8u'de of a cylindrical rotating scale, the clivi ion oJ which are 
marked upon the curvecl surface of the cylinder. A cylindrical gla ring ,,-ith a diameter 
slightly larger than that of the rotating cale surround the latter and provides an ob ervation 
window at one side where a section of the indicator housing i cut away. 

Inasmuch a thi in trument i adapted to u e on tanks under pre ure it i nece a1'Y that 
the gla ring be mounted upon a gasket which re ts upon the inner ba e urface of the indi
cator hou ing. A screw top, also provided with a cork gasket re ting upon the upper surface of 
the gla ,covers the indicator and make it air-tight. An air-tight connection i like'wi e made 

c 

... 
FIG. I.-Float Type Gasoline Depth Gages-Assembled. 

at the joint between tank and gage by mean 
of a fitting mounted on the tank and threaded 
to accommodate a ring-clamp, shown in the 
illustration. A cork ga ket serves to make 
the joint free from leak. 

This type of gage generally operates in 
a reasonably satisfactory manner when prop
erly mounted and handled, and is widely 
used. However, ina much as a very small 
component of the buoyant force of the float 
is effectively u ed in cau ing the rod to 
swing, there is areat po ibility of sticking, 
with resulting incorrect indications. Thi 
type aloha the disadvantage of being 
more or les cumber ome and not well 
adapted to distant indication. 

Float twisted-strip gage.-iul older type 
. of gage than the one described above i 

shown assembled and di assembled by figUTe 
1 (B) and 2 (B) . The hollow metal float is 
seen at its extreme lower position. Two 
vertical guide rods extendina from indica
tor base to stay-plate at the bottom of the 
tank re trict the float motion to a vertical 
path a the float-guide pulley re t upon the 
rod. A spiral twi ted metal strip passe 
through a slotted openina through the cen
ter of the float so that a the latter move 
along its vertical path, the twisted strip i 

caused to turn like a 100 e fitting screw of ,ery long pitch in the corre ponding nut. 
The rotation of the trip which extend upward into the indicator hou ing i there tran -

mitted through a pair of bevel gear to the indicating pointer. The cover-gla s is held in place 
by a bezel ring. Thi joint is made air-tight by means of a cork gasket. 

The advantages and di advantage of thi gage are practically the am a tho e of the 
winging-rod in trument. The frictional difficulties are u uaily greater in thi type. 

Float-and-lever gage.- The float-and-lever type of gage a illu trated a embled and elisa -
embled by figure 1 (0 ) and 2 (0) i little u ed on American airplanes. However, it de erve 

a brief description. 
The float compo ed of bal a wood is attached at the end of a wire le,e1' which extend 

directly to the gage head, where it i bent at right angle to pa through a brass leeve which 
screws into the back of the case. The incli ating device with which thi in trument is equipped 
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i ono of Lho implo L. As is clearly shown in figul' 2 (0) the float lever carries a magnetized 
stoel bar at tho indicator ond. This bar rotates with changes of float po ition and acts magneti
cally upon the sLool pointer through a thin air-tight eparating wall caso intogral wiLh the case. 
The scale of tho instrument shown is graduatod to give indications of the last 20 gallons in the 
Lank only. The pointer is contered on tho dial by means of a pivot point centrally mountod 
thereon. A cover-glas hold by a bezel ring eovor tho gage. 

It is seen that thi typo of indicator ha tho advantage of implicity, and because of the 
absence of tho nece arily air-tight joinL u llally fOLlnd b tween glas and ca e i freer from tho 
possibility of leakago. The ca 0 i threadod 0 as to be easily mounted upon a bra tank
fitting shown in the illu tration. This gag' has the di advantage of being adapted to compara
tively few installations and does not lend itself well to the requirements of distant indication. 

Float-and-cord gage.-One of the simple t float gage i that which con ist of a cork or shoet 
metallloat, usually in the form of an air-and-water-tight cylindrical or pherical chamber, con
nected to an indicator by means of a light braided ilk cord in uch a manner a to give indications 
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FIG. 2.-Float Type Gasoline Depth Gages-Disassembled. 

of tho depth of fuel in the tank. Figures 1 (D) and 2 (D) illustrate an in trumont of this type 
recently designod by Lho Engineering Divi ion, nited States Ail' ervice. 

Tho cylindrical bras £Ioat ha a diamet~r of 134 millimeters, a depth of 93 millimeters, and 
weighs approximately 600 grams. When in taIled on the tank this 1l0at is re tricted in its 
motion to a vertical path by means of a fixed sheet metal tube, of diametor sliO'htly greater than 
that of the lloat, and reaohing from the top of the tank to a point near the bottom. A braided 
silk cord connects the 1l0at with the indicator gage, and the design is such that the gage may be 
mounted at a distance from the tank. In this ca e the cord pa es through a tube of small 
diameter with suitablo roller fittings at the bend . 

At the point of entrance into the ca e of the gage the cord passes oyer a roller and thencc 
to the main pulley member, upon which it i wound by the action of a coiled flat metal 
spring. The motion of this pulley is transmitted to the magnetized pointer bar (see iIlu tra
tion) through a train of gear which are interchangeable so as to make the gage readily 
adaptable to tank of different depths. The fir t et of gear provides a pointer mo\"emeni of 
3300 for It 50-inch change in float level, while the second combination giy(> It pointer moyement 

423DT~25t--5 
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of 1200 for a lO-inch change of level. The pointer is acted upon maanetically through the dial 
plate by the magnetized pointer bar mentioned above and moves over the scale marked upon 
the dial plate as the pointer bar change its angular position. The case i covered by a glass 
held in place by a suitable bezel ring, making a tight joint with the case. 

A float-and-cord gage of German manufacture is pictured in figures 1 (E) and 2 (E). The 
cylindrical metal float member has a dimaeter of 67 millimeters, a depth of 44 millimeters, and 
weighs approximately 92 grams. As in the design above described this float moves in a ver
tical path within a guide tube who e diameter is slightly greater than that of the float, and in a 
iJUilar way connects by means of a cord with the main pulley member of the indicator. 

The pointer is attached to a bronze rack ( ee fig. 2 (E», which is mounted on the fac of 
the rotating pulley, 0 a to engage a pinion fIXed to the end of the pulley bearing. Tho rack 
i free to move radially. When the pulley is rotated by tho cord attached to the float, the rack 
i rotated with it and forced outward radially by the :tL-x:ed pinion, thereby causing the end of tho 
pointer, which i attached to the rack, to describe a piral path on the dial. In this way the 
pointer may make several revolution without confusing the readings. 

Float-resi tance gage.- everal of the foreign gages, uch as the French Electro-JallO"e, 
depen 1 upon electrical means to show the position of the float in the tank. The float is held 
in the usual manner by guide rod. An additional vertical column parallel to the guido rod 
and passing through the cork float has a bar wire resistance winding along its entire longth; 
contact with this re i tance element is made by a bru h mounted on the float. 

A the float changes its position with change in ga oline level, the amount of resistancC' 
cut into the circuit by the float contact varie. A galvanomoter, properly graduated and 
mounted upon the in trument board, show the pi lot the amount of fule in the reservoir hy 
giyjna an indioation of the current flow Lhrough the resi tance in th circuit of whioh the 
galvanometer forms a part. 

Thi type of gage is well adapted to reJUote indication. It i too complicated in constru -
tion, how vcr, doc not hold its adju tment 'well, and i likely to get out of order. 

PRESSURE TYPE. 

Ga oline depth gages of the pre sure type invol\'e the u 0 of a totally different principle 
from that of the float type described above. (ee:fig. 3 and 4.) The principle upon which 
thi de ign i ba cd is that of the pres ure difl'erence between the top and bottom of the gaso
line res01'\oir cau cd by the head of ga olinC'. In general, thi type i well adapted to di tant 
reading, and the indicator is usually mounted on the in trument board at ome di tance from 
the re or voir to which it is connected by means of metal tubing of mall borC'. 

c 
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This arrangement po sesses the disadvantage of being more liable to leakage, and consc
luent hazard to the aircraft and passengers, a particularly inlportant point with fighting 

machines, when the tubes are in constant danger of breakage from gunfire. 
Aneroid gage.- Figures 3 (A) and (B), 4 (A) anci (B) show views of assemblcd and dis

assembled American gasoline depth gages of the pressure type which depend on a stack of 
nine aneroid chambers for pressure indications. Two metal tubc of small diameter lead from 
the gasoline reservoir to the indicator. One of these tubes extends into the tank to within 
about one-quarter of an inch of the bottom, while the second tube simply connects to the top 
of the reservoir above the surface of the liquid. The former then tran mits a pressure, equiva
lent to the air pressure above the gasoline plus that due to the head of gasoline, to the space 
surrounding the aneroid chambers in the air-tight indicator case to which it is connected. The 
latter tube transmits the air pressure only to the space inside the aneroid boxes with which 
it communicates. Thus it will be seen that the elastic aneroid system will assume its position 
corresponding to the differential pressure existing between the top and bottom of the reser
voir- i. e. , a pressure equal to that of the hydrostatic head of gasoline. 

Two wire coils soldered to the edges of the aneroid chambers at one side prevent that side 
from moving when pressure is applied, so that the expansion is taken up by a tilting action of 
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FIG. 4.-Pressure Type Gasoline Deptb Gages-Disassembled. 

the stack. This motion of the aneroids is preferable to the straight expansion, such as would 
take place without the restraining wires; for by the tilting action the connecting lever is given 
a proper motion which it transmits, through a link, to a toothed sector. The sector in turn 
transmits the motion to the pinion mounted on the pointer arbor. A flat spiral spring holds 
the pointer in equilibrium and takes up the backlash. 

Figures 3 (C) and 4 (C), 3 (D) and 4 (D) show two foreign types of gasoline depth gage for 
use on reservoirs which are not under pressure. A small hand pump connected to a tube extend
ing from the indicator to the bottom of the fuel reservoir serves to supply enough air to equalize 
the pressure due to the head of gasoline in the tank. When the pump is operated so as to 
supply a pressure equal to that of the head of gasoline, bubbles of air are formed at the lower end 
of the tube and rise to the surface of the liquid. This equalizing pressurl' is transmitted through 
a tube to the indicator which is properl.V graduated t.o show the depth of fuel in the tank. 

The French i.nstrument shown with its pump assembled and disassembled in figures 3 (C) 
and 4 (C) uses a single aneroid chamber for the pressure element. The action of this type is 
similar to that described above and will be readily understood after examination of the 
illustra tion. 
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The British type of indicator -· hown assembled and disa sembled in figures 3 CD) and 4 (D) 
uses, as its pre sure element, a pecially treated fabric diaphragm approximately 90 mm. in 
diameter. The air pre sure from the hand pump exerts a force upon' one side of this diaplu'agm, 
which then becomes distended. The resulting motion of the diaphragm is greater or smaller 
according as the nece sary equ.i.lizing pressure for the head of gasoline is large or small. A rod 
supported at the center of the diaphragm transmits its motion to the indicating mechani m 
which needs no detailed explanation. 

As mentioned above, instruments of the pre ure type lend them eIve readily to remote 
indication. They are, however, subject to variou ~m'ors du e to e,eral causes, chief among 
them being leakage, friction, temperature changes, vihration, imperfect elastic properties of 
pressure elemen t. 

TESTING OF GASOLINE DEPTH GAGES. 

Tests offloat type gages. - Gages of the floa{-,-type are te ted in the laboratory to determine 
their calibration and operation characteristics, by properly moun ting them on a gasoline tank 
equipped with a water-glas type of gage and provided with meatis for rapidly filling and 
emptying. 

A careful preliminary inspection of the gage will usually disclose any important cau es for 
poor operation, such as bent parts, etc. The gage which appears to be in good working condi
tion, is first mounted on the tank and a calibration is made by comparing it. indications with 
those of the tank gage as the gasoline level is changed. Thi i fu· t done with a ri ing liquid 
surface and then with a de cending urface. Differences in the two readings are usually due to 
lost motion in the mechanism and hould not be exce sive. Readings hould be taken both 
with and without tapping so as to determine the frictional error. In case the float or other part 
sticks 0 badly that slight jarring will not move it, the instrument hould be readju ted before 
final calibration. 

It i ~>ometime advisable to conduct rough te t of the tightne of metal floats and also 
of the buoyancy of cork fioats, although any difficulties of the kind would u ually be noticed 
in the calibration tests. In making tests of a new type of ga oline depth gage it i advi ahle 
to investigate, in addition to the above characteristics, its behavior in flight or in a perturbed 
liquid. 

Test.s of pressure type gages.- The apparatu required for the testing of pressure type 
gage con ists of a imple liquid manometer of large bore with suitable cale and with on
ilOctions and valves to control the air pressUl'e from a source or supply. The scale may be 
divided to read directly in inches of ga oline, or by the use of ga oline or liquid of equal specific 
gravity in the manometer the unmodified inch graduations may be u ed. In testing, the gage 
is connected with the manometer and the source or air supply. \ ariou::> pre 'sure. are ·then 
applied and comparative indications of gage and manometer noted. 

The temperature te t are conducted in a th 1'mally insulated chamber equipped with 
heating and refrigerating coils by means of , hich the temperature )TIay be varied a::> de u·ed . 
Vibration tests are made by )TIounting the instruments upon a board which i ' cau d to 
vibrate by an electric )TIotor mounted thereon and with an unbalanced weight upon it · haft. 
By varying the motor peed the frequency of vibration may be changed and brought to 
approxinlately that which the instrument would experience when in talled on aircraft. Addi
tional test which require no explanation wili be noted in the report below. This pecimen 
report will afford an under tanding of the val'iou ' te ' ts, iLnd the resul ts , ill g ive a notion fi::> 
to the performance of gage of the aneroid type. 

REP ORT ON TWO ANEROID TYPE GASOLINE DEPTH GAGES. 

Calibration test.- The two gages were calibrated at 22°0, -3°0 , +50°0 , and also at room 
temperature before and after being ubjected to vibration, repeated stres , and over pressure. 
In each CRse the pre ure corresponding to a eries of scale reading were determin d, with 
increasing pressure to full cale deflection and immediately aJterwarcls with decrea ing pres
SUl'e back to zero. 
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Numerical re ult , additive corrections computed for gasoline of pecific arayity 0.6 , 
arc given in the following tables and the accompan.)Ting graphs: 

Obscrved 
reading, 
incbcs of 
gasolinc. 

0 __ _______ _ 
5 _________ _ 

10 _________ _ 
15 _________ _ 
20 _________ _ 
25 _______ __ _ 
30 _________ _ 
35 _________ _ 
40 ___ ______ _ 

Observed 
reading, 
inches of 
gasoline. 

0 _________ _ 
5 _________ _ 

10 _________ _ 
15 _________ _ 
20 _________ _ 
25 _________ _ 

~~ -:::::::::l 40 __________ 

1 

CURVE NO.lJ 

I NSTRUMENT o. 13. 

Correction at 
22° ., reading-

Correction at I ('orrection at 
_3° ., rcading- 50° C., re.ldillg-

Up Down P 
(3). (I). (2) . 

-1.2 
-0.4 
-0.4 
-0.2 
+0.2 
+0.5 
+0.1 
+0.3 

o 

~1~8 
-0.5 -0.3 
-0.5 -0.1 
-0.5 0 
-0.3 +0.5 
+0.1 +0. 6 
+1.1 +0.5 
+0.4 +0.4 

o +0.7 

Down 
(4). 

-l.2 
-0.4 
+0. 5 
+0. 4 
+1.1 
+l.3 
+J . 2 
+1.4 
+0.7 

I NS'£RUMENT I O. 14. 

Correction at 
22° C., readiug-

Up Down 
(1). (2). 

-0.0 
-0.1 
+0.3 
+0.7 
+0.9 
+0. 
+1.0 
+0.4 
-0.7 

-0.5 
-0.4 
+0.1 
+0.6 
+0.6 
+0.4 
+0.7 
+0.2 
-0.7 

Correction at 
_3° C., rcading-

Up Down 
(3). (4) . 

-0. 
-0.1 
+0. 
+0. 5 
+0.7 
+0.6 
+0.7 
+0.4 
+0.8 

-0.3 
-0.2 
+0.4 
+0.9 
+1.1 
+0.9 
+ 1.4 
+ 1.4 
+0. 

Up 
(5). 

+0.1 
+0.7 
+0. 8 
+0.5 
+0.6 
+0.6 
+0.4 
-0.2 
-0.5 

DOI"II 
(6). 

-0.5 
-0.2 
-0.2 
-0.6 
-0. I 
-0.3 
-0.5 
-0.5 
-0.5 

Correction at 
SOo C., J'cading-

Up Down 
(5). (6). 

-0.1 
+0.8 
+1.1 
+0. 9 
+0.8 
+0.6 
+0.4 
-0. I 
-0.2 

-0. 2 
+0.1 
+0.4 
+0.1 
+0. 1 
-0.1 
-0.4 
-0.4 
-0.2 

CURVE NO.l4 

Illches of gasoline-gage reading I nches of gasoline gage reading 

FW.5.-Calihration curves fot' aneroid gasoline dopth gages. 'I'empcrntul'c tests. 

Friction test. - Readings taken with and without tapping with the dial::; of the insll'llments 
vcl'lical showed the following diffcl'ence~: 

13 
H _ 

J nstl'Unlcnt os. 

---- -~------~- - I 

Differences, 
inches of 
gnsoJine. 

0.OtoO.7 
0.0 (0 0.1; 

Both gage were slightly irregular in action, hut not sufficiently 0 to warrant rejE'ction. 
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Inclination test.- The differences of readings taken with the dials :firnt horizontal and 
then vertical for a series of pressures up to full scale deflection were a follows: 

Inslrument Nos. 

1---------------

Differences. 

I 
inches of 
gasoline. 

;~:::::::: : ::::::::: : : : : : ::::I 0. 2l00.9 
0. OloO. 8 

Drift and fatigue test.- The error caused by the elastic fatigue of the diaphragms under 
continuous pressure was determined by maintaining the instruments at a constant pressure 
equivalent to a cale reading of 20 for :five and one-half hours. The drift or increase in readings 
at this pressure was as follows: 

Instrument Nos. 
Drift, 

inches of 
gasoline. 

+ 0.9 
+ 0. 9 :J:::::::::::::::::::::::::::i 

--'-----' 

After subjection to 500 ucce ive application of a pressure equivalent to half scale deflec
tion, the calibration varied from previou values by not more than 0.7 inch of gasoline in any 
case. Instrument No. 14 showed after this test an increase in the error of approximately 
0.2 inch of gasoline throughout the scale. 

E.ff'ect of vibration.- The effect of vibration wa determined by calibrating the instruments 
before and after vibration for 1 hours on a machine which simulated the vibrations experienced 
in an airplane in :Bight. In general, a slight increase in the errors which reached a maximum 
of 0.9 inch of gasoline was obtained ( ~e plots). The pointer of ro. 13 vibrated excessively
from four to :five divisions. 

CURVE NO.13 CURVE NO./4 

......-::::: v: ---
~~ -t- -.,c;, 

~. ..::: ~ 
~ 

I? 

fefo~e v'0'i0t,oi Affer V'D'I0t,ol Berore v;brrJt;a~ After vibration 
I 'I 

10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 

J nches of gasoline- gage reading I nches of gasoline-gage reading 

F IG .-6.-Calibralion curves for aneroid gasoline depth gages. Vibration tests. (Room temperature.) 

Excess pressure te t.- The calibrations of the instruments before and after subjection to a 
momentary pressure of twice the maximum scale value differed in no case by more than 0.4 
inch of gasoline. 

FLOWMETERS. 

In connection with performance tests of aircraft engines it is necessary that the rate of 
fuel flow be ascertained. It is also often desirable that similar indications be available to the 
aviator during long :Bights. Several types of instruments have been designed for this purpose 
and the following description r efers briefly to two typical ones. 
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SCHROEDER FLOWMETER. (ECONOMETER.) 

The instrument shown assembled and disassembled at the right of figs. 7 and 8 is the 
flowmeter developed by Maj. R. W. Schroeder, of the United States Air Service. The base 
casting is designed so that the inlet pipe from the fu el reservoir connects directly to the vertical 
meter tube threaded into the base and held concentrically within a surrounding tube of glas . 
The latter is firmly held in place upon a cork nonleak gasket seat in the base casting by means 
of a screw cap threaded at the top of the meter tube and extending over the glass. The cap is 
also provided with a gasket to make the j oint free from leaks. A small adj ustable screw threaded 
centrally into the cap and with hollow shank connecting wi th the atmosphere through a small 
radial hole is provided at the top for venting the meter. 

The inner vertical tube to which the feed lioe is connected has an in ide diameter of 
approximately 9Y2 millimeters and a narrow longi tudinal 
flow-controlling slit cut at one side to allow the enter
ing liquid to flow from it into the annular space included 
between the inner and outer tubes. From this annular 
space the gasoline passes through the exit opening in 
the base and thence to the motor. 

A light brass plunger fitting loosely in the central 
tube has mounted upon it' an index pointer extending 
through the slit and moving over a vertical scale as 
the flow varies. This scale is fastened to the front flat 
milled surface of tho tube. When the meter is in action 
the gasoline flowing into the main tube exerts a force 
upon the lower surface of the plunger sufficicnt to over

FIG. 7.-Flowmeters-Assemblcd. 

come its weight and thu lifts it to a definite position in the tube. The height to which it rises 
depends directly upon the rate of flow. 

The instrument shown in the illustration weighs 575 grams and has an over-all height of 
approximately 160 millimeters. The glass tube has an intern al diameter of approximately 
26 millimeters. 

n. A. E. MARK II FLOWMETER. 

The instrument shown a.ssembled and disassembled at the left of figure 7 and 8 is the flow
meter developed by the Royal Aircraft E tablishment, of Farnborough, England. It is of the 
vane type and gives indications of rate of flow betwoen the limits of 5 and 30 gallons per hour. 
Its action may be described a follows: 

The gasoline from the fuel reservoir enters the meter case through a two-way valve which 
may be turned so as to by-pa s the gasoline when, for any reason such as breakage of the meter, 
this procedure becomes desirable. Referring to the detail illustration at the left of figure 8 a 
fixed guide or baffie plate is seen projecting from the circumference of the case to the center. 
The gasoline entol ' the meter through an opening directly at the right of this guide plate and 
leaves it through an exit opening directly at the left of the guide. In passing from the entrance 
to the exit side the gasoline impinges upon the surface of a movable vane mounted upon the 
central pointer spindle. ufficient clearance is l eft between the vane and the surrounding 
parts to allow the liquid to pass, but in so doing it exerts sufficient force upon the vane to move 
it through a certain angle, the magnitude of which depends upon the amount of flow. A helical 
coiled spring holds the pointer with the required force against the action of flow. 

Inasmuch as the displacement of the vanc does not bear a linear relation to the rate of flow 
when a leakage space of constant area is left around the vane, it i necessary to provide means 
for compensating for this characteristic. This is effec ted by having the space between the side 
wall and thc end of the vane vary in depth, thus varying the leakage area at the vane extremity. 
When the pointer is at its minimum indication the vane occupies a position directly oppo ite 
the entrance opening. At tIns position the space between the wall and the end of the vane is 
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mallest. From this position it increa e uniformly to a point opposite the exit opening, thu 
giving the instrument a uniform calc. The cover-gla" is held in place by a bezel ring, which 
clamp iL tighLly against a nonlealmble gasket joint at the case rim. 

The vane de 'cribed ab ve has a length from center to end of approximately 36 millime LeI'. 
and a depLh of 13Y2 mi llim LeI'S. The wall urrounding the vane has a maximum height of 15 
millimeters, an inside diameter o:f 74 millimeters and an out ide diameter of 0 millimeters. 
The case has an outside diameter of 90 millimeters an 1 depth of approximately 34 millimeters. 
The in LrllmenL eompl 'te weigh ' aboliL 1 kilogram. 

FIG. .-Flowmeters-Disassembled. 

An older form of Do\nueter de igned and used in Great Britain consisted of a suitably 
mounLecl vertical glass tube through which the gasoline flowed. The tube was ground inter
nally 0 LhaL the inner surface was conical and with the malleI' end at the bottom. A phosphor
bronze ball within the tub a sumed a po ition of equilibrium at a height wh('re the rate of .flO\\' 

through the annular pace between the ball and the walls of the tube was such that the up" anI 
force 011 th ball wa equal to the weight of the latter in gasoline. The calc fitted be ide the 
gla s Lube "'B. graduated experimentally to show the different rate of flow. A by-pa valve 
wa provided so that Lhe gasoline could b diverLed from the tube in case of breakage. 
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